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Samenvatting

Als de Groenlandse ijskap geheel smelt, stijgt de zeespiegel wereldwijd met gemiddeld 7
meter. Alleen op de zuidpool ligt meer landijs opgeslagen. Als de Antarctische ijskap he-
lemaal smelt, dan stijgt de zeespiegel met ruim 55 meter. De huidige opwarming van de
aarde veroorzaakt veranderingen in de cryosfeer (de gebieden waar water in bevroren toe-
stand voorkomt), en ook de Groenlandse en Antarctische ijskappen veranderen. De meest
dramatische veranderingen vinden momenteel plaats langs de randen van de ijskappen, waar
meer ijs afsmelt en de gletsjers versneld ijs afvoeren naar de oceanen. Er zijn sterke indicaties
dat de Groenlandse ijskap momenteel netto massa verliest en dat dit massaverlies de laatste
jaren versnelt als gevolg van de opwarming in de atmosfeer en de oceaan.

Ondanks zijn kleinere omvang ten opzichte van de Antarctische ijskap is het landijs op Groen-
land van groot belang. De temperaturen op Groenland zijn over het algemeen hoger dan op
Antarctica. Door de lage temperaturen smelt de Antarctische ijskap nauwelijks en verliest
hij alleen massa door het versneld afkalven van gletsjers. Op Groenland komt de zomertem-
peratuur regelmatig boven 0◦C uit, waardoor aan het gehele Groenlandse ijskapoppervlak
smelt plaatsvindt. De afvoer van smeltwater is bij benadering even groot als het massaver-
lies door afkalving. Eén graad temperatuurstijging zal daarom grotere gevolgen hebben voor
de Groenlandse dan voor de Antarctische ijskap. Door de recente veranderingen op Groen-
land te bestuderen, komen we ook meer te weten over de mogelijke gevolgen van verdere
opwarming van de aarde voor de grotere Antarctische ijskap.

Naast het uitvoeren van glaciometeorologische experimenten op Groenland gebruikt het In-
stituut voor Marien en Atmosferisch onderzoek in Utrecht (IMAU) een regionaal klimaat-
model om de meteorologische processen in de atmosferische grenslaag te koppelen aan de
oppervlakte massabalans (OMB) van de ijskap. De OMB is de som van alle massafluxen
van en naar het ijskapoppervlak. Neerslag in de vorm van sneeuwval en regen zorgt voor
accumulatie van massa. Het smelten van sneeuw en ijs is de belangrijkste negatieve term. De
hoeveelheid smelt is afhankelijk van de oppervlakte energiebalans: de som van alle fluxen die
energie leveren of onttrekken aan het ijskapoppervlak. Op de ijskap zijn de grootste termen
in de energiebalans de inkomende en de door het oppervlak gereflecteerde zonnestraling, de
inkomende en uitgaande langgolvige (thermische) straling en de turbulente uitwisseling van
warmte en vocht.

Dit proefschrift beschrijft het klimaat van de Groenlandse ijskap en de recente veranderin-
gen daarin. De resultaten van het regionaal atmosferisch klimaatmodel RACMO2/GR staan
hierbij centraal. Het gebruik van een klimaatmodel is tweeledig. Allereerst zijn er te wei-
nig waarnemingen op Groenland om daarmee een volledig en gedetailleerd beeld te krijgen
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Samenvatting

van het klimaat, terwijl dit wel haalbaar is met een klimaatmodel. Daarnaast beschrijft een
klimaatmodel alle fundamentele processen die het weer en klimaat bepalen. Voor dit proef-
schrift reproduceert het klimaatmodel het weer over de periode van 1 september 1957 tot
1 januari 2009. Voordat deze meerjarige klimaatsimulatie is uitgevoerd, is het klimaatmo-
del speciaal geschikt gemaakt voor de Groenlandse ijskap door fysische beschrijvingen van
smeltende sneeuw en ijs toe te voegen. IJs heeft een ander reflecterend vermogen dan droge
of natte sneeuw. Het albedo is bepalend voor de hoeveelheid energie die beschikbaar is voor
de opwarming van de sneeuw en eventueel voor smelt. Daarnaast kan een laag sneeuw smelt-
water vasthouden zodat het later kan herbevriezen, terwijl smeltwater op een laag ijs direct
wegstroomt en massaverlies betekent voor de ijskap. Deze modelaanpassingen en andere
modelkenmerken staan in meer detail beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2.

In Hoofdstuk 3 vergelijken we de uitkomsten van het regionale klimaatmodel met meteoro-
logische data van verschillende locaties op en rondom de Groenlandse ijskap. Zo krijgen
we een beeld hoe goed ons klimaatmodel de werkelijkheid beschrijft. Het vergelijken van
modeluitvoer met waarnemingen is lastig, omdat een meting zeer lokaal is en het model een
gemiddelde berekent over een gebied van 11 bij 11 km. Over de ijskap is het oppervlak re-
delijk homogeen, maar dichtbij de ijsrand en op de toendra beı̈nvloeden obstakels en andere
inhomogeniteiten de gemeten windsnelheid en -richting, maar ook indirect de temperatuur.
Hier zijn dan ook de grootste verschillen tussen gemeten en gemodelleerde waarden van tem-
peratuur en wind nabij het oppervlak terug te vinden.

Het verschil tussen de gemeten en gemodelleerde 2 meter temperatuur is gemiddeld 0.8◦C
over de 69 locaties op en rond de ijskap met een correlatie van 0.97. De correlatie voor de 10
meter windsnelheid is lager met een waarde van 0.74 en de modelbias is 0.3 m s−1. Dit is een
zeer goed resultaat, vooral met in achtneming van het extreme klimaat van Groenland en de
beperkingen van het model en de waarnemingen. Gedetailleerde evaluatie van de oppervlakte
energiebalans laat zien dat het model de langgolvige straling van de onderste luchtlagen naar
het oppervlak onderschat, met name in de winter. Hierdoor koelt het oppervlak en de lucht
nabij het oppervlak zelf te veel af. Op grote delen van de ijskap wordt deze afkoeling gecom-
penseerd door een te groot transport van warmte door middel van turbulentie, de voelbare
warmteflux. Het resultaat is dat de gemodelleerde temperatuur toch goed overeenkomt met
de waarnemingen. Dichtbij de ijsrand onderschat het model het gemiddelde albedo van het
sneeuw/ijsoppervlak. De transformatie van witte sneeuw naar het donkere ijs gaat te snel
in het voorjaar en omgekeerd te langzaam in het najaar, wanneer verse witte sneeuw het ijs
bedekt. Het overschot aan geabsorbeerde zonnestraling door het oppervlak komt grotendeels
beschikbaar voor smelt dat het oppervlak nog donkerder maakt. Deze positieve feedback
heeft weinig invloed op de luchttemperatuur, maar wel op de lokale oppervlakte massabalans
(zie Hoofdstuk 6).

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de ruimtelijke patronen van de meerjarig gemiddelde variabelen (1958
- 2008) luchtdruk, wind, temperatuur, vocht en oppervlaktefluxen. Daarnaast proberen we
deze patronen te doorgronden door de verschillende parameters te relateren aan processen
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Samenvatting

die de grenslaag beı̈nvloeden. Als gevolg van de hoge (11 km) horizontale resolutie van het
klimaatmodel zijn talrijke, niet eerder geı̈dentificeerde details zichtbaar.

Het windklimaat van Groenland heeft als kenmerk hoge windsnelheden met een constante
windrichting. De hoogste windsnelheden worden berekend voor de winter, wanneer de zon
onder de horizon blijft. Het oppervlak blijkt continu meer warmtestraling uit te zenden dan
te ontvangen en koelt af. Aanvoer van warmte uit de lagere atmosfeer door middel van
turbulentie compenseert het ontstane tekort. Hierdoor koelen de onderste luchtlagen continu
sterk af. Omdat koude lucht zwaarder is dan warme lucht en het ijskapoppervlak een (kleine)
hellingshoek heeft, ontstaat er een aanhoudende stroom van koude lucht langs het oppervlak
naar beneden. Deze persistente wind, ofwel katabatische wind, buigt af naar rechts door het
draaien van de aarde. De hoogste windsnelheden treden op in het noordoosten van de ijskap,
over Dronning Louise Land.

Het koudst is het ten noorden van de top van de ijskap met een jaargemiddelde 2 meter tem-
peratuur van -30.5◦C. Het warmst is het langs de zuidelijke ijsrand (-3.5◦C). Het langjarige
gemiddelde temperatuurveld is duidelijk afhankelijk van hoogte en de breedtegraad, maar
deze kunnen niet het gehele patroon verklaren. Andere factoren, zoals de horizontale aanvoer
en verticale menging van andere luchtsoorten, zijn ook van invloed op de lokale luchttem-
peratuur. De lucht in de vrije atmosfeer (1 tot 10 km) blijkt potentieel warmer te zijn dan
de lucht nabij het oppervlak, vooral in het noordoosten. Hier convergeert de sterke kataba-
tische wind door het concave oppervlak, waardoor er nauwelijks verticale inmenging van de
warmere bovenlucht optreedt. De lucht boven ijsvrij oceaanwater is warmer dan boven de
ijskap of boven zeeijs. De continue uitstroom van koude lucht boven de ijskap houdt echter
de horizontale advectie van deze warmere lucht tegen, waardoor de temperaturen op de ijskap
laag blijven.

In Hoofdstuk 5 ligt de nadruk op de interjaarlijkse variabiliteit en trends in 2 meter tempera-
tuur, met als doel het achterhalen welke processen leiden tot de recente temperatuurstijging.
Het blijkt dat de temperatuur in de modeluitvoer nauwelijks gevoelig is voor de atmosferi-
sche gegevens die het regionale klimaatmodel aandrijven. Operationele weeranalyses van het
ECMWF (Europees Centrum voor weersvoorspellingen op middellange termijn) en recon-
structies met geoptimaliseerd weermodel (zoals de ERA40 en ERAInterim datasets) geven
vergelijkbare resultaten voor Groenland.

Vanaf 1990 is de 2 meter temperatuur boven de ijskap met gemiddeld 0.13◦C per jaar geste-
gen, terwijl de variabiliteit afnam. De temperatuurstijging doet zich met name voor in het
voorjaar en de zomer en is redelijk uniform verdeeld over de ijskap. Een uitzondering is
het noordelijk toendragebied, waar de temperatuur in alle seizoenen is gestegen. De recente
temperatuurstijging gaat gepaard met een toename van de inkomende langgolvige straling,
de netto zonnestraling en de voelbare warmteflux aan het oppervlak. Aangezien de wol-
kenbedekking over de ijskap nauwelijks veranderde, is het waarschijnlijk dat de opwarming
van de atmosfeer over Groenland de oorzaak is voor de toename van inkomende langgolvige
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straling. De netto zonnestraling neemt met name toe in de zomer als gevolg van een lager
albedo. Een mogelijke oorzaak hiervan is dat er meer water in het sneeuwpakket zit door een
toename van smelt of regen. Ook minder sneeuwval in de winter kan een lager zomer albedo
veroorzaken, omdat het onderliggende donkere ijs dan eerder aan het oppervlak komt. Door
de toename van energiefluxen naar het oppervlak, met name in zomer, stijgt de hoeveelheid
smeltenergie. Deze stijging vindt gelijktijdig plaats met de stijging van luchttemperatuur.

De temperatuurvariabiliteit over de Groenlandse ijskap blijkt sterk gerelateerd te zijn aan
seizoensvariaties in de grootschalige atmosferische circulatie, die gedomineerd wordt door de
Noord Atlantische Oscillatie (NAO). Het drukverschil tussen IJsland en de Azoren bepaalt of
over de ijskap warme lucht uit het zuidwesten of koude lucht uit het noorden stroomt. Vanaf
1990 is de zuidwestelijke luchtstroom steeds meer gaan domineren, zodat meer warme lucht
de ijskap bereikt. Uit ander onderzoek blijkt dat de NAO ongevoelig is voor het versterkte
broeikaseffect. Dit suggereert dat de opwarming van de atmosfeer boven de Groenlandse
ijskap deels veroorzaakt wordt door de natuurlijke variabiliteit van het klimaatsystem en deels
door het versterkte broeikaseffect. Meer onderzoek is noodzakelijk.

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de analyse van de regionale patronen en tijdsevolutie van de opper-
vlakte massabalans (OMB) en de afzonderlijke winst- en verliestermen. Het regionaal kli-
maatmodel blijkt goed in staat te zijn om zowel de lokale metingen van neerslag (R=0.9) als
van de OMB (R=0.95) te reproduceren. Het achteraf kalibreren van de modelresultaten om
tot een realistischere OMB te komen is daarom overbodig.

De OMB voor de gehele Groenlandse ijskap bedraagt 469 ± 41 Gt per jaar. Gemiddeld valt
er 743 Gt ofwel 434 kg m−3 per jaar aan regen en sneeuw op de Groenlandse ijskap. Per jaar
verliest de ijskap 248 Gt door de afvoer van smeltwater en 26 Gt door verdamping en subli-
matie. Voor neerslag is dit tot 24% meer dan andere recente schattingen en voor de OMB
tot 63% meer. Het fijnmazige regionaal klimaatmodel laat duidelijk meer detail en lokaal
hogere pieken in neerslag en OMB zien langs de zuidoostkust van Groenland. Deze gebie-
den met hoge neerslag werden niet gesimuleerd in grofmazige klimaatmodellen en bleven
onopgemerkt in studies op basis van lokale waarnemingen.

De trend in OMB over de gehele periode van 1957 tot 2008 laat het klassieke patroon zien
dat bij een opwarmend klimaat verwacht wordt: meer sneeuwval bovenop de ijskap en meer
afvoer van smeltwater langs de randen. Door de temperatuurstijging vanaf 1990 neemt de
productie van smeltwater sterker toe en duurt bovendien het smeltseizoen steeds langer. Deze
toegenomen smeltproductie leidt tot meer smeltwaterafvoer (3% ofwel +13 ± 3 Gt per jaar)
langs de ijsranden, maar ook tot meer herbevriezing in koudere gebieden en dus opwarming
van het sneeuwpakket. Dit laatste vindt met name plaats hoger op de ijskap, waar een sneeuw-
laag ligt die voldoende dik en koud is om een deel van het smeltwater te herbevriezen. Door-
dat de neerslag sinds 1990 niet significant is toegenomen, neemt de OMB af met 12 ± 4 Gt
per jaar. Deze afname in OMB vindt vooral plaats in de lager gelegen gebieden van de ijskap
die onderhevig zijn aan smelt.
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Naast de toename van de absolute hoeveelheid smelt neemt ook de grootte van het gebied met
een negatieve OMB (ablatiegebied) de laatste jaren sterk toe. Hierdoor schuift het gebied,
waar het smeltwater grotendeels herbevriest, naar boven op. Deze percolatiezone blijft van
gelijke grootte, met als gevolg dat het droge sneeuwgebied bovenop de ijskap kleiner wordt.

Deze studie naar het klimaat van de Groenlandse ijskap heeft een gedetailleerde klimatologie,
oppervlakte massabalans en verdeling van de energieuitwisselingsprocessen aan het opper-
vlak opgeleverd. Een belangrijke conclusie van dit proefschrift is dat de Groenlandse ijskap
de laatste 20 jaar sterk aan het veranderen is. Er is een eerste poging ondernomen te begrij-
pen welke processen deze veranderingen veroorzaken. De opwarming van de atmosfeer en
de natuurlijke variabiliteit van het klimaatsysteem spelen hierbij beiden een belangrijke rol.
In dit onderzoek zijn door tijdsgebrek vele interessante verschijnselen onderbelicht gebleven,
zoals bijvoorbeeld het effect van een sneeuwvrije toendra of ijsvrije oceaan op de nabij gele-
gen ijskap. Maar ook onderzoek naar de invloed van bijvoorbeeld bewolking op de regionale
verschillen in het verticale warmte en impulsbudget van de atmosfeer zal tot nieuwe kennis
van de polaire grenslaag leiden.

Ondanks de robuuste en realistische modelresultaten voor het huidige klimaat van Groenland
is op een aantal punten nog winst te boeken. Allereerst kan de modelbeschrijving van de
abrupte transitie sneeuw-ijs-sneeuw beter. Met name de invloed hiervan op het albedo zal
betere resultaten geven voor de netto zonnestraling en dus voor de hoeveelheid smelt aan het
oppervlak. Daarnaast is het noodzakelijk om sneeuwdrift te modelleren, omdat deze herver-
deling van sneeuw lokaal effect kan hebben op de OMB. Door een nog hogere horizontale
resolutie te gebruiken zullen de modelresultaten verder verbeteren in de gebieden met een
gedetailleerde topografie, zoals het zuidoosten van de ijskap. Met een 5.5 km resolutie is het
ook interessant om dit klimaatmodel toe te passen op gebieden met kleinere gletsjers, zoals
in Svalbard, Noorwegen en Noord-Canada.

Om te kunnen inschatten hoe de ijskappen op de aarde er in de toekomst zullen uitzien,
kunnen we met dit klimaatmodel ook toekomstsimulaties op basis van scenario’s uitvoeren.
Door verschillende scenario’s door te rekenen krijgen we inzicht in de gevoeligheid van de
ijskappen voor een veranderend klimaat. Toch blijft het belangrijk om eerst in detail het
huidige klimaat te bestuderen. De interactie tussen de atmosfeer, oceaan, zeeijs en ijskappen
is zeer complex en nog niet goed genoeg begrepen om nauwkeurige toekomstvoorspellingen
te doen.
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CHAPTER 1

The Greenland ice sheet

1.1 Background

If all land ice masses on earth were to melt completely, sea level would rise by approximately
65 m [Lemke et al., 2007]. The largest ice volume is stored in the Antarctic ice sheet (≈56.6
m equivalent sea level rise), followed by the Greenland ice sheet (≈7.3 m). Only a small
fraction is stored in the ice caps and glaciers outside Antarctica and Greenland (0.15-0.37
m). Even a few % loss of ice from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets could have a large
impact on sea level, and potentially serious consequences for low-lying islands and coastal
regions.

Although the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is an order of magnitude smaller in volume than
the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS), it is particularly important to study the present-day climate
of Greenland for two reasons. Since melt already occurs over almost half of the surface
of the GrIS, while being negligible for the AIS, the GrIS is likely to respond more rapidly
to warming. A small increase in air temperature (+1◦C) would result in larger amounts of
meltwater (+30%), and subsequent enhanced freshwater discharge into the oceans adjacent
to Greenland. Secondly, recent changes observed on the GrIS may give an indication of the
behavior of the AIS in a warmer climate.

There are strong indications that the GrIS is loosing mass and that this mass loss has re-
cently accellerated [Thomas et al., 2006] following atmospheric warming [Hanna et al.,
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1. The Greenland ice sheet

2008]. Since 2000, the velocity of many outlet glaciers has increased dramatically (40-150%)
[Howat et al., 2005; Joughin et al., 2004; Luckman et al., 2006; Rignot and Kanagaratnam,
2006]. For instance in the west, Greenland’s largest outlet glacier, Jakobshavn Isbræ, rapidly
thinned (up to 15 m yr−1) and nearly doubled its speed [Thomas et al., 2003; Joughin et al.,
2004; 2008]. Figure 1.1a shows that between 1850 and 1964 the ice front retreated 30 km, and
from the early 2000s onwards the floating ice tongue fully disintegrated, while the grounding
line has continued to retreat [Holland et al., 2008]. The calving front of Helheim glacier
(Figure 1.1b) in the east retreated more than 7 km between 2001 and 2005 [Howat et al.,
2005], whereas the Kangerdlugssuaq glacier retreated 5 km during the winter of 2004 to
2005 [Howat et al., 2007]. The initial retreat is likely to be caused by some combination of
thinning and increased calving near the front, forced by atmospheric and/or ocean warming
[Howat et al., 2008a].

The response of the GrIS to atmospheric warming remains uncertain. Enhancement of the
freshwater flux into the surrounding oceans contributes to sea level rise and reduces the den-
sity contrast that drives the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation [Fichefet et al., 2003].
Also, a warmer climate may lead to a growth of the ice thickness in the interior due to more
humidity uptake over the warm ocean water and allowing more moisture transport towards
the ice sheet. With higher temperatures, the rainfall fraction will increase, mainly at the lower
ice sheet elevations. Liquid water on the snow/firn surface reduces the surface albedo, which
in turn increases the amount of meltwater production, the so-called albedo feedback.

To quantify and predict the response of the mass balance and freshwater discharge of the GrIS
to external climate forcing, a thorough understanding of its present-day surface mass balance
(SMB) and near-surface climate is required. Quantifying changes in SMB is a challenging
task, as multiple interacting processes are active that are highly variable in space and time,
like rain and snowfall, solar radiation, cloudiness, large scale atmospheric circulation, state
of the ice sheet surface, and the evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). These
processes interact with the complex topography of Greenland, leading to multiple climate
regions on the ice sheet that may respond differently to changing climatic conditions.

The climate of Greenland is strongly affected by nearby land masses and the adjacent North
Atlantic ocean, with the warm North Atlantic Drift (Gulf Stream) to the south. Being situated
close to the polar front, the mid-latitude storm track determines the large scale atmospheric
circulation over the region. Locally, Greenland’s physical characteristics can cause consider-
able contrasts in weather conditions. Complex coastal topography, steep elevation gradients,
distance to the coast, marginal glaciers and ice caps, and the presence of the ice sheet make
the Greenland climate very variable in time and over short distances. Therefore, simulating
Greenland’s climate is a challenging task.

This thesis focuses on the present-day climate and SMB of the Greenland ice sheet with
emphasis on the physical processes. By using a high-resolution (≈11 km) regional climate
model, important aspects of GrIS climate and surface mass balance as well as their sensitivity
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1.1. Background

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Historic calving front locations for a) Jakobshavn glacier in western Greenland. Source:
NASA image by Cindy Starr, based on data from Anker Weidick and Ole Bennike (Geological Survey
of Denmark and Greenland) and Landsat data, and b) Helheim glacier overlain on a ASTER VNIR-band
false color image acquired on July 19, 2005 [Howat et al., 2005].

to external climate variability can be studied in detail. To better represent the surface condi-
tions on Greenland, processes such as percolation, retention and refreezing of meltwater are
incorporated in the surface parameterisation, so now the model explicitly calculates how these
processes affect the snow pack temperature, density and surface albedo. This newly gained
knowledge of the structure of the atmosphere above the ice sheet, will hopefully contribute
to more realistic simulations of the response of the GrIS to future climatic conditions.
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1. The Greenland ice sheet

Table 1.1: Physical characteristics of the Greenland ice sheet.

Geography and mass balance components and climate variables averaged
over the area of the GrIS

Area (106 km2) 1.71 a

Volume (106 km2) 2.93 b

Sea level rise equivalent (m) 7.3 c

Accumulation (Gt per year) 510 to 696 d

Ablation (Gt per year) -307 to -232 e

Surface mass balance (Gt per year) 287 to 356 f

Iceberg discharge (Gt per year) -357 ± 14% g

Mass balance (Gt per year) -227 to -75 h

aDetermined by Weidick and Morris [1998]
bDetermined by Bamber et al. [2001]
cDetermined by Lemke et al. [2007]
dBased on compilations of solely in situ observations [Cogley, 2004; Bales et al., 2009] and on model estimates

averaged over 1958-2006/2007 [Box et al., 2006; Fettweis, 2007; Hanna et al., 2008]
eBased on model estimates averaged over 1958-2006/2007 [Box et al., 2006; Fettweis, 2007; Hanna et al., 2008]
fBased on model estimates averaged over 1958-2006/2007 [Box et al., 2006; Fettweis, 2007; Hanna et al., 2008]
gDischarge estimates averaged over 1996-2005 [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006]
hAs determined by a range of techniques and studies considering the period 2002-2006 [Shepherd and Wingham,

2007]

1.2 Present-day geography and climate

Greenland is the world’s largest island. It stretches 2600 km from the northernmost point at
Cape Morris Jesup (83◦N) to the southern tip at Cape Farwell (60◦N). The island is covered
for 81% by ice (1.7·106 km2, Table 1.1). The GrIS presently stores about 2.9 million km3 ice
[Bamber et al., 2001] or 10% of the global ice volume and 7% of the world’s freshwater. The
GrIS is the largest single freshwater source in the Northern Hemisphere, containing enough
water to globally rise the sea level by about 7.3 m [Bamber et al., 2001].

The ice sheet is fringed by coastal mountains. With a typical shield shape, the ice sheet climbs
relatively steeply from sea level to 2000 m and then gently to the highest elevation of 3230
m a.s.l. at 72.5◦N and 37.6◦W (Summit), where the thickness of the ice exceeds 3 km. The
mountainous strip of ice-free tundra around the ice sheet is up to 200 km wide, has a number
of fjords connecting the ice sheet to the adjacent oceans, and includes numerous fast flowing
glaciers (200-12000 m yr−1) draining from the ice sheet and detached ice caps.

The most conspicuous aspect of the Greenland climate is the low near-surface temperature. In
the northern parts of the GrIS, near-surface air temperature can drop below -70◦C in winter,
while on the west Greenland tundra, temperatures can briefly rise above 25◦C in summer.
During the past decade, Greenland temperatures have increased, although the 1919-1932
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Figure 1.2: Processes in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over ice sheets and glaciers [Van den
Broeke, 1996].

warming trend was even stronger by 33% [Chylek et al., 2006; Box et al., 2009]. It is expected
that the warming trend will continue as Greenland’s climate catches up with the strong Arctic
warming. If the climate warming continues, the GrIS could disintegrate irreversibly [Toniazzo
et al., 2004].

Another outstanding feature of the atmosphere over the GrIS are the persistent and strong
katabatic winds, and the associated quasi-continuous surface-based temperature inversion
(Figure 1.2). During the polar night, katabatic winds are driven by a continuous cooling of
the near-surface air. But also on yearly basis, the snow surface absorbs less solar radiation,
owing to its high reflectivity, than it emits longwave radiation. Turbulent exchange of heat
cools the near-surface air so that a temperature inversion develops, with cold air near the
surface that is more dense than its environment. Due to the surface slope of the ice sheet, the
air starts to flow downward as long as the surface cooling persists. The strongest winds are
found on the steep lower margins of the ice sheet and just offshore of the southeastern coast.

Besides temperature and wind, precipitation is another principal aspect of the GrIS, because
it maintains the ice sheet. The east coast of the GrIS receives considerable more precipitation
than the west coast (Figure 1.3), because of more intense cyclonic activity. Solely based on
interpolation of in situ observations, the mean annual precipitation over the ice sheet is 300±
24 kg m−2 yr−1 or 513 Gt yr−1 [Bales et al., 2009]. The amount of precipitation is regulated
primarily by atmospheric conditions, such as stability, water-vapour content, and circulation,
often combined with topography.
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1. The Greenland ice sheet

Figure 1.3: Accumulation map for Greenland based on 295 ice core and snow pits estimates of accu-
mulation, and precipitation data from 20 coastal weather stations [Bales et al., 2009].
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Figure 1.4: Mass balance estimates for Greenland. The coloured rectangles, following Thomas et al.
[2006], indicate the time span over which the measurements apply and the estimated range, given as
(mean + uncertainty) and (mean - uncertainty) as reported in the original papers. Code: blue, IPCC
[Lemke et al., 2007]; green, GRACE gravity [Velicogna and Wahr, 2005; Cazenave, 2006; Chen et al.,
2006; Ramillien et al., 2006; Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Luthcke et al., 2006; Wouters et al., 2008;
Velicogna, 2009]; red, altimetry [Krabill et al., 2000; 2004; Zwally et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2006];
black, ice discharge combined with surface mass balance [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Rignot
et al., 2008b], where the black dotted line used SMB results of this study.
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1.3. Present-day mass balance

Past experimental campaigns like EGIG (Expéditions Glaciologiques Internationales au Groen-
land; e.g. Ambach [1963] and Ambach [1977b], GIMEX (Greenland Ice Margin EXperiment;
Oerlemans and Vugts [1993]), PARCA (Program for Arctic Regional Climate Assessment;
Abdalati [2001]), and continuous running observational programs like the K-transect [Van de
Wal et al., 2005], GC-net (Greenland Climate network; Steffen and Box [2001]) and the syn-
optic stations of the DMI (Danish Meteorological Institute; Cappelen et al. [2001]) provide
essential in situ information on the near-surface climate. In spite of their importance, these
campaigns are limited in time and space. Modeling the present-day climate of the Greenland
ice sheet is therefore a valuable way to further improve our understanding of the processes
that are important for the present and future behavior of the ice sheet.

1.3 Present-day mass balance

The surface or specific mass balance (SMB) of an ice sheet or glacier is defined as the yearly
sum of mass added to (accumulation) and removed from the surface (ablation) (Figure 1.2).
Mass is supplied to the surface by snowfall, water vapour deposition and occasional rain, and
is lost by runoff and sublimation. Runoff is determined by the liquid water balance, which
sums water sources (melt, rainfall and water vapor condensation) and sinks (refreezing and
capillary retention in the snow pack). Although the SMB is often simply referred to as mass
balance, it should not be confused with the total or ice sheet mass balance. Whereas the SMB
only comprises sources and sinks of mass at the surface, the ice sheet mass balance is found
by integrating the surface mass balance over the total area of the ice sheet, and subtracting
the mass loss through calving of icebergs. The volume of an ice sheet stays constant if the
mass balance is zero.

The total mass balance of an ice sheet can be determined by three entirely different methods:
(i) by direct measurement of volume changes by monitoring surface elevation from satel-
lites, (ii) by direct measurements of mass changes derived from gravity measurements by the
GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellite, or (iii) by the mass budget
method, by which each term of the SMB is determined separately. Table 1.1 and Figure 1.4
show a wide range in estimates of the present-day GrIS mass balance and its individual com-
ponents as determined by a range of techniques and studies. In spite of the large differences,
these measurements suggests a net loss of the GrIS since the 1990s.

Satellite radar altimeters, such as Seasat, European Remote Sensing Satellites (ERS-1 and -2),
and Geosat, have been used to infer elevation change rates over Greenland and Antarctica
since 1978. Elevation changes over time are translated into mass changes by including esti-
mates of the density profiles and vertical motion of the underground associated with isostatic
rebound or tectonics. Repeat gravity measurements by the GRACE tandem satellites, pro-
vide a direct measure of mass changes of the GrIS, although mass anomalies caused by the
atmosphere, ocean and post glacial rebound need to be carefully removed from the signal.
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1. The Greenland ice sheet

Figure 1.5: Distribution of 2003-2008 mass changes across the GrIS. Numbers indicate basin-
integrated mass loss rates due to SMB and discharge (D). Numbers in the lower right corner represent
the values for the whole ice sheet. Colors represent the rate of surface mass change [Van den Broeke
et al., 2009].

For the mass budget method, satellite radar interferometry provides ice flow velocities along
the entire coast of Greenland. Since these velocities are measured several km upstream of
the ice front, adding the SMB between this flux gate and the ice front to the measured ice
flux gives the actual discharge of the GrIS. Determination of the SMB solely based on in situ
observations, such as ice cores and snow pits, is practically impossible. To fill this space-time
gap, numerical regional climate models are a very valuable tool.

A recent study by Van den Broeke et al. [2009] combines GRACE data and the mass budget
method. They show that the total 2000-2008 mass loss of ∼1500 Gt, equivalent to 0.46
mm yr−1 global sea level rise, is equally split between surface processes and ice dynamics
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(Figure 1.5). The largest mass loss is found in the very wet southeast of the GrIS. Here,
ice discharge dominates the signal. In the north and northeastern parts of the ice sheet, the
accumulation, and hence the rate of ice discharge, is low, and above-normal runoff dominates
the mass loss. In the southwest, the ablation zone is relatively large, with a few marine-
terminating glaciers; meltwater production and ice flow strongly interact, and discharge and
runoff both contribute to the mass loss. In the northwest, mass loss is equally distributed over
surface processes and ice discharge through numerous tidewater glaciers.

The response of the GrIS surface mass balance and freshwater fluxes to external climate
forcing is extremely uncertain. Future warming in Greenland will likely be larger than the
global average: warming is greater at high northern latitudes because the loss of snow and ice
creates positive feedbacks, due in particular to the reduced reflection of sunlight. Even if at
a certain stage, atmospheric composition and global climate were to return to pre-industrial
conditions, the ice sheet might not grow back, which implies that the sea-level rise from
melting of Greenland’s ice sheet could be irreversible.

1.4 About this thesis

In this thesis, the regional atmospheric climate model RACMO2 has been used to simulate
the weather over Greenland from 1 September 1957 to 1 January 2009.

Chapter 2 describes the model formulation and the adjustments necessary for a more realistic
representation of the ice sheet surface and atmospheric conditions on the Greenland ice sheet.
The implementation of a multi-layer snow/firn/ice parameterisation for the ice sheet allows a
realistic treatment of subsurface and snow metamorphism processes like ice and snow melt,
percolation and refreezing of meltwater, snow densification and ageing within the upper 30
meter of firn.

In Chapter 3, the performance of RACMO2 is critically assessed. The modeled near-surface
atmosphere is evaluated. For this purpose, we use measurements on surface heat exchange
from automatic weather stations (AWS) on the ice sheet, completed with meteorological ob-
servations of synoptic stations around the ice sheet.

In Chapter 4, the spatial distribution of the near-surface temperature, wind, humidity, and
individual components of the surface energy balance is presented. The high horizontal model
resolution (≈ 11 km) allows us to examine two meteorological phenomena over the ice sheet
in more detail: the quasi-permanent surface temperature deficit and the persistent low-level
katabatic wind circulation.

Chapter 5 describes interannual variability and recent changes in Greenland’s air temperature
as simulated by RACMO2. By quantifying changes in the surface energy balance, the possi-
ble feedback mechanisms between the snow/firn/ice conditions and the overlying atmosphere
can be evaluated more effectively.
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1. The Greenland ice sheet

Chapter 6 deals with the surface mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet. Detailed infor-
mation on spatial distribution and temporal variability of accumulation, melt and runoff, in
combination with a thorough evaluation provides a solid basis for a new estimate of the
present-day Greenland SMB.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main results for Greenland, suggestions
for further research with respect to model development and analysis of model output for
Greenland, and an evaluation of possible applications of RACMO2.
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CHAPTER 2

A regional atmospheric climate model for
Greenland

2.1 General model description

In this study the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model version 2.1 (RACMO2) of the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) is used to simulate the climate and surface mass
balance (SMB) of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS). RACMO2 is in fact a combination of two
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models: the atmospheric dynamics originate from the
High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM, version 5.0.6, Undén et al. [2002]), while
the description of the physical processes is adopted from the global model of the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, updated cycle 23r4, White [2004]).
The implementation of the dynamics and physics in RACMO2, and adjustments made, are
discussed by White [2004] and Van Meijgaard et al. [2008].

RACMO2 was originally developed for present-day and future climate integrations over Eu-
rope. Additionally, it has been used for contemporary studies of the Antarctic SMB and
climate [van Lipzig et al., 1999; Van de Berg et al., 2007]. In this study, we apply RACMO2
to the Greenland area for the first time.

At the lateral boundaries, ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40) prognostic atmospheric fields
force the model every 6 hours, while the interior of the domain is allowed to evolve freely.
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2. Model description

After August 2002, operational analyses of the ECMWF have been used to complete the
model simulation up to January 2009. In absence of an integrated ocean or sea ice model, the
open sea surface temperature and sea ice fraction are prescribed.

Using re-analysis forcing fields instead of GCM output or analyses of major weather centers
minimizes errors due to incorrect input data, because re-analyses include the maximum ob-
servational information available through consistent data assimilation. No observations are
assimilated within the domain during the simulations with RACMO2. In the pre-satellite era,
the analyses for the northern hemisphere benefit from the wide extent of data available from
land-based meteorological stations and ocean weather ships. Therefore, the atmospheric forc-
ing for the Arctic area should be well-constrained to start the model simulation in September
1957 [Sterl, 2004; Uppala et al., 2005].

2.2 Atmospheric model adjustments

General adjustments to the original formulas of the dynamical and physical schemes in
RACMO2 are described in detail by Van Meijgaard et al. [2008]. Here we only describe
the adjustments to the original model formulation that have been made to better represent the
conditions in the Arctic region (RACMO2/GR).

RACMO2/GR calculates the surface turbulent heat fluxes from Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory using transfer coefficients based on the Louis [1979] expressions. An effective surface
roughness length is used to account for the effect of small scale surface elements on turbulent
transport. Originally, the roughness lengths for momentum, heat, and humidity (z0m, z0h, z0q)
included the effect of enclosing vegetation, urbanisation and orography. This approach gave
too large values over the Antarctic ice sheet [Reijmer et al., 2004]. Since the surface condi-
tions of the GrIS are similar, it is justified to limit z0m to the same values as proved correct
for the Antarctic region; to 100 mm for the tundra area without snow and to 1 mm for snow-
covered tundra. The value of z0m at the snow covered ice sheet is set to 1 mm, while z0m is set
to 5 mm if bare glacier ice is at the surface. The roughness lengths for heat and humidity over
snow surfaces are computed according to Andreas [1987]. This model calculates ln(z0h/z0m)
or ln(z0q/z0m) as a function of the roughness Reynolds number, R∗ = u∗z0/υ , where u∗ is
the friction velocity, z0 the roughness length and υ the kinematic viscosity of air. Based on
recent observations in the ablation zone, this model is slightly modified for bare ice areas of
the ice sheet [Smeets and Van den Broeke, 2008].

Simulations with RACMO2 for the Antarctic region have shown that the original model con-
figuration overestimates liquid precipitation at the expense of solid precipitation [Van de Berg
et al., 2006]. By imposing that clouds with temperatures below -7◦C form snow only, the
solid precipitation flux increases leaving the total precipitation sum unchanged. Due to the
much lower air temperatures at the higher elevations, this correction only affects the lower
areas of the ice sheet.
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2.3. Snow model

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of modelled processes that determine surface mass balance. Up-
per and lower blue surfaces denotes snow-air and snow-ice interfaces, respectively.

2.3 Snow model

The original ECMWF surface scheme (TESSEL; Tiled ECMWF Surface Scheme for Ex-
changes over land) does not make a distinction between the snow mantle on an ice sheet and
seasonal snow cover on the tundra. Snow cover is treated as a single layer on top of the
soil or vegetation, which is in thermal contact with the underlying soil. This is acceptable
for a transient snow layer over the tundra, but not for the semi-permanent ice sheet firn layer.
Snow/firn processes such as melt water percolation, retention and refreezing are not included,
while these are especially important to realistically simulate the surface mass balance (SMB)
of an ice sheet with extensive summertime melting [Pfeffer et al., 1991; Genthon, 2001].

The SMB is defined as

SMB = Snow+Rain−SU−RU = PR−SU−RU (2.1)
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2. Model description

where Snow is snowfall, Rain is rainfall, SU is surface sublimation and evaporation when
the surface is melting, RU is runoff and PR is precipitation (snow and rain) in kg m−2 yr−1.
The SMB is defined for a column of snow that extends from the snow surface to the snow
ice interface (Figure 2.1), or simply the ice surface in the absence of snow. RU consists of
surface and deep runoff. Surface runoff comprises 1) meltwater from ice- and snowmelt, 2)
rain that falls on bare ice and 3) water vapour that is deposited on bare ice. Deep runoff is
meltwater that percolates in the snow pack, may reach the snow-ice interface and runs off at
this depth. RU is determined from the liquid water balance that is solved in the snow model:

RU = Rain+ME−RF−RE (2.2)

where ME is melt, RF is subsurface refreezing and RE is meltwater retention through capil-
lary forces in kg m−2 yr−1.

For a better representation in RACMO2/GR of the processes affecting the SMB, we intro-
duced an additional surface tile ”ice sheet” in the land surface scheme TESSEL to describe
the mutual feedback at the snow/firn/ice-atmosphere interface (Figure 2.1). The subsurface
processes are parameterized for at least the upper 30 m with a multi-layer snow/firn/ice model
(1D), in which meltwater formed at the surface, is allowed to penetrate to deeper layers, where
it may refreeze (internal accumulation) or runoff as described by Bougamont et al. [2005].
As the ice temperature at the bottom of the ice/firn/snow pack is kept constant, no heat flux
is assumed through the lower boundary.

The optimal thickness of a snow/firn/ice layer increases linearly from 6.5 cm for the up-
permost layer to 4 m for the lowermost layer. The layer thickness is continuously changing
due to snow accumulation, evaporation, melting, internal accumulation and firn densification.
The vertical grid is adjusted by layer splitting when the layer thickness becomes more than
1.3 times its optimal thickness, or layer fusion when a layer is less than half of its optimal
thickness, except for layers consisting of ice lenses in the firn.

Snow/firn density ρ changes due to refreezing of capillary water (rain and meltwater) and
the settling and packing of dry snow according to the empirical formulation by Herron and
Langway [1980]:

for ρ < 550 kg m−3:
dρ

dt
= k0a(ρi−ρ) (2.3)

with k0 = 11exp
(
−10160

RT

)
for 550 kg m−3 ≤ ρ < 800 kg m−3:

dρ

dt
= k1a0.5 (ρi−ρ) (2.4)

with k1 = 575exp
(
−21400

RT

)
The annual accumulation rate a used in this formula is the spatially distributed accumu-
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2.3. Snow model

lation averaged over the period 1989-1995 based on an earlier 16-year integration with
RACMO2/GR.

The snow/firn/ice column is thermally coupled to the atmospheric part of RACMO2/GR
through a surface skin layer formulation of the surface energy balance (SEB) and the sur-
face albedo, α . The surface skin layer represents an infinitely thin layer, which has no heat
capacity and therefore responds instantaneously to changes in the SEB. The skin temperature
Ts is solved SEB closure [e.g. Brutsaert, 1982]:

M = SWnet +LWnet +SHF +LHF +Gs

= SW↓ (1−α)+LW↓− εσT 4
s +SHF +LHF +Gs (2.5)

where M is the melt energy, SW↓, SW↑, LW↓, LW↑ the downward and upward directed fluxes
of solar and longwave radiation, α the broadband surface albedo, ε the surface emissivity for
longwave radiation (ε = 0.98 in RACMO2/GR for the ice sheet), σ the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, LHF and SHF the turbulent fluxes for latent and sensible heat, and Gs the sub-
surface conductive heat flux at the surface. All terms are defined as positive when directed
towards the surface-atmosphere interface.

The resulting skin temperature serves as boundary condition to the englacial module, which
treats the vertical conduction of heat as follows:

ρcp
∂T
∂ t

=− ∂

∂ z

(
k

∂T
∂ z

)
+Q = +

∂G
∂ z

+Q (2.6)

where ρ is the density of the snow/firn/ice layer, cp the specific heat capacity of ice
(2009 J kg−1 K−1), ∂T/∂ t the rate of temperature change within one model time step, k
the effective conductivity, z the vertical coordinate, and Q the heat released by refreezing of
melt water. The term ∂G/∂ z accounts for the heat diffusion driven by the vertical tempera-
ture gradient. The snow/firn/ice conductivity follows the density-dependent approach of Van
Dusen [1929], which ensures the correct value for k if ice density is attained. Temperature
dependence of k is neglected:

k = 2.1×10−2 +4.2×10−4
ρ +2.2×10−9

ρ
3 (2.7)

Knowing the conductivity of the snow/firn/ice layers, the vertical snow/ice temperature pro-
files can be computed. If Ts is larger than 0◦C, it is reset to the melting point of ice, and the
remaining energy is used for melting. Meltwater and rain are allowed to percolate into the
firn until they refreeze or run off. The maximum retention capacity due to capillary forces
is set to a low value of 2% of available pore space, to obtain a realistic densification rate by
refreezing of capillary water [Greuell and Konzelman, 1994]. If an ice surface is encountered,
the remaining water runs off at the surface, or deep in the firn pack at the snow/ice transition,
without time delay.
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2. Model description

The snow/firn/ice albedo α follows the snow density ρ and cloudiness n dependent linear
formulation of Greuell and Konzelman [1994] for the uppermost 5 cm of the snow/firn/ice
pack.

α = αi +(ρ1−ρi)
(αs−αi)
(ρs−ρi)

+0.05(n−0.5) (2.8)

where the subscript i denotes ice and subscript s denotes fresh snow. This parameterization is
based on the notion that density reflects the metamorphosis state of the snow, i.e. it represents
mostly the effects of grain size on albedo. Fresh snow is characterized by a surface α of 0.825
and a density of 300 kg m−3. Glacier ice has an albedo of 0.5 and a density of 900 kg m−3.
Refrozen melt water or rain may increase the density of the firn pack to the ice density, but the
surface albedo is limited to a minimum value of 0.7 for refrozen water [Stroeve et al., 2005].
This limitation will mainly affect areas south of 70◦N, where daytime melt and nighttime
refreezing occurs regularly throughout the melt season.

2.4 Model experiment setup

The model simulation starts on 1 September 1957 and lasts until 1 January 2009. The mini-
mum/maximum model time step is 240/360 seconds depending on the maximum wind speed
in the domain, to ensure numerical stability. The 51-year simulation took approximately 100
days CPU time on 60 processors of the ECMWF supercomputer. The model domain encom-
passes the GrIS, Iceland, Svalbard, and their neighbouring seas (Figure 2.2). The domain
includes 312 x 256 model grid points at a horizontal resolution of about 11 km (0.10 latitu-
dinal degree). This high spatial resolution allows us to resolve much of the narrow ice sheet
ablation and percolation zones, as well as the steep climate gradients in the coastal zones.

RACMO2/GR has 40 atmospheric hybrid-levels in the vertical, of which the lowest is about
10 m above the surface. Hybrid levels follow the topography close to the surface and pressure
levels at higher altitudes. The air temperature and humidity at standard observational height
(2 m above the surface) are computed using an interpolation technique based on similarity
theory applied to the lowest atmospheric model layer.

For accurate topographic representation of the GrIS, elevation data and ice mask of the digital
elevation model of Bamber et al. [2001] are used. The model surface area of the GrIS is
1.711·106 km2, excluding peripheral ice caps (Figure 2.2). This is more than previous model
studies [Hanna et al., 2008; Box et al., 2006; Fettweis, 2007], because low-lying parts of the
ice sheet are better resolved at higher resolution. The underlying vegetation map is based on
the ECOCLIMAP dataset [Masson et al., 2003] and has been manually corrected; the original
data set showed too little tundra and too much bare soil along the east coast of Greenland.
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Figure 2.2: Map of Greenland featuring the model domain, relaxation borders (the outer 16 grid points
represented as dark grey dots) and location of model grid points (light grey dots). Thin dashed lines are
250 m elevation contours from Bamber et al. (2001). Thick black line represents the ice sheet contour
as used in RACMO2/GR.

2.5 Initialization

The atmospheric prognostic profiles of temperature, specific humidity, wind speed, and sur-
face pressure are initialized from ERA-40 at the beginning of the integration. By starting
the simulation at the end of the melting season, the tundra could realistically be prescribed
as snow free. Over the ice sheet, it is important to initialize the snow/ice temperature and
snow/firn density with fairly realistic profiles, since typical timescales for changes in the
snow/firn/ice pack are large, in the order of decades.
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2. Model description

Figure 2.3: Initial deep ice temperatures [◦C] at 10 m depth on the Greenland ice sheet. Thin dashed
lines are 250 m elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001]. Thick black line represents the ice sheet
contour as used in RACMO2/GR.

Initial temperature and density profiles of the snow/firn/ice column were obtained by rerun-
ning the first model year (1 September 1957 to 31 August 1958) three times. The first spin-up
run started with uniform vertical profiles for snow and ice temperature as described by Reeh
[1991], who derived a surface snow/ice temperature parameterization based on air tempera-
ture data from DMI stations at the periphery of the GrIS for the 1951-1961 period.

T = T2m +δT

T2m = 48.83−0.007924E−0.7512L

δT = 0.86+26.6(SIF−0.038) (2.9)

where T is the initial ice temperature in ◦C, T2m the 2 m air temperature in ◦C that depends
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2.5. Initialization

on elevation E and latitude L, and δT a pertubation due to the amount of superimposed ice
formed, SIF . For SIF , the melt rate is taken averaged over the period 1989-1995 based on an
earlier 16-year integration with RACMO2/GR.

In the central region of the ice sheet, the dry-snow zone, where melting is rare, this mean air
temperature is a reasonable approximation (within 2◦C) for the climatological deep snow and
ice temperature (Figure 2.3). For the percolation and ablation zones, a temperature correction
δT due to refreezing energy is included in-line with Reeh [1991], and the ice temperature is
limited to 0◦C. The resulting deep ice temperature serves as boundary condition for lowest
firn/ice layer, so no heat flux is allowed to the underlying ice or soil. Initial firn density
profiles were taken from an offline simulation with the same snow model using ERA-40
forcing [Bougamont et al., 2005]. Analysis of the three spin-up years and the first years
of the simulations shows that the initial snowpack is in a state of near-balance before the
present-day climate run is started.
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CHAPTER 3

Evaluation of a regional atmospheric climate
model for Greenland

3.1 Observational data

A proper evaluation of RACMO2/GR is essential before its output can be used as a tool
for studying the climate of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) and the recent changes thereof.
Moreover, identification of model deficiencies may help to improve the model formulation
for future climate simulations. To verify the model results for the near-surface conditions,
we use: i) near-surface air temperature and wind speed data from automatic weather stations
(AWSs) on the ice sheet (GC-net; Steffen and Box [2001]) and from synoptic stations on the
surrounding tundra of the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), ii) data on near-surface
climate, surface radiation and heat exchange processes from three K-transect AWSs [Van den
Broeke et al., 2008b;a].

Statistical procedures were applied to all observational data sets to remove occasional spu-
rious data values. For model evaluation of monthly means, we require that at least 80% of

This chapter is based on: Ettema, J., M. R. van den Broeke, E. van Meijgaard, W. J. van de Berg, J. E. Box
and K. Steffen (2009). Climate of the Greenland ice sheet using a high-resolution climate model, Part 1: Evaluation.
Submitted to The Cryosphere
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3. Model evaluation

Figure 3.1: Map of Greenland featuring the DMI meteorological stations (red triangles), GC-net (blue
squares) automatic weather stations (AWSs) and K-transect (green circles) AWSs. Thin dashed lines are
250 m elevation contours from Bamber et al. (2001). Thick black line represents the ice sheet contour
as used in RACMO2/GR.

the observations are available during one month. The length of an observational record does
not influence the evaluation, since every separate month is compared independently with the
same month from the model output. The elevation of model grid points closest to all obser-
vational sites is within 100 m of the observed elevation, suggesting that no height correction
is needed for temperature.

3.1.1 GC-net

The Greenland Climate Network (GC-net) was started in 1995 and has consisted until 2001
of 15 AWSs (indicated as squares in Figure 3.1) near or above the 2000 m elevation contour.
Station coordinates and detailed information on the measurements is given by Steffen and
Box [2001]. We obtained a complete and quality controlled dataset for the period 1998-2001.
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3.1. Observational data

Figure 3.2: Images of the AWSs along the K-transect and their surroundings at S5, S6 and S9. Images
taken at the end of the ablation season (end of August). Photos by Paul Smeets (UU/IMAU).
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3. Model evaluation

Three parameters derived from direct observations are compared with the RACMO2/GR out-
put: air temperature, wind speed and net shortwave radiation as they are described by Box
and Rinke [2003]. The air temperature at 2 m is calculated by using the observed tempera-
ture at two levels, instrument heights and linear interpolation. A logarithmic wind profile is
assumed with a roughness length of 0.5 mm to estimate the 10 m wind speed. Due to rim-
ing of the sensors, net solar radiation data are omitted for the springtime months March and
April. Many available net radiation observations are excluded in this study, because these
unventilated measurements often suffer from large errors due to riming inside and outside the
polyethylene domes. Only the net radiation records of the sites Swiss Camp and JAR1 are
believed to be reliable throughout the year.

3.1.2 K-transect

In parallel with the GC-net, UU/IMAU installed three AWSs along the Kangerlussuaq tran-
sect (K-transect) in southwest Greenland in August 2003 [Van den Broeke et al., 2008b;c]
(indicated as circles in Figure 3.1). The AWSs at S5 (490 m a.s.l.), S6 (1020 m a.s.l.) and S9
(1520 m a.s.l.) are located in the ablation and percolation zone (Figure 3.2). The surface at
S5 is very irregular with 2-3 m high ice hummocks usually covered with a thin layer of snow
during wintertime, while at S9 the surface is much smoother, covered by a layer of wet snow
for most or all summer. The changing surface conditions throughout the year make this data
set interesting for a thorough model evaluation on a daily basis. Measurements have been
compared to model output for the period August 2003 to August 2007. Sensor specifications
and data quality are described in Van den Broeke et al. [2008a].

The surface radiation balance, surface characteristics, cloud properties and surface energy
fluxes are derived from the AWS data with a melt model as described by Van den Broeke
et al. [2008b] and Van den Broeke et al. [2008a]. The observed (corrected) net shortwave
radiation and the incoming longwave radiation fluxes serve as direct input for this model.
The measurements of wind speed, temperature and humidity at two levels serve as input for
the robust ’bulk’ method to calculate the sensible and latent turbulent heat fluxes.

3.1.3 Danish climate stations

In total 51 Danish climate stations operating around Greenland periphery (indicated as trian-
gles in Figure 3.1) and provide daily records of wind speed, air temperature, humidity and
precipitation [Cappelen et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2005]. For these sites, model evaluation
is limited because of the many local influences induced by the complex orography. There-
fore, we computed monthly means of the wind speed and temperature and averaged them
over the measuring period to obtain a climatological value for each site for comparison with
RACMO2/GR output.
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3.2. Model evaluation

3.2 Model evaluation

Comparing model values that represent averages for a model grid cell with a typical area of
121 km2, with local point observations must be done carefully. The model grid box closest
to the observational site does not necessarily have the same surface type, elevation, surface
roughness or surface albedo. In the interior of the ice sheet, these discrepancies are smaller
since the surface is more homogeneous and the climate gradients are less steep.

RACMO2/GR instantaneous and cumulative (e.g. all terms of the SEB and the SMB) data
are available at 6 hourly intervals. Model evaluation is performed based on daily, monthly
and yearly averages at several sites across the ice sheet. The model elevation bias at almost
all measurement sites is smaller than 100 m, and as a result no elevation-based correction is
applied to the model output. Evaluation of daily values means that the weather conditions
become critical, small differences in e.g. cloudiness or surface conditions may introduce
large discrepancies in the lower atmosphere. Monthly averages are used for evaluation of the
seasonal cycle and yearly averages for the climatological verification.

3.2.1 Temperature at 2 m

The near-surface or 2 m temperature T2m is an important climate variable, and one of the
primary variables used in climate change reports as it is measured at many sites across the
globe. Moreover, the near-surface saturation specific humidity, and consequently also subli-
mation/deposition at the surface, all strongly depend on the near-surface temperature. Typi-
cal for the interior of the GrIS is a surface temperature inversion, driven by surface radiative
cooling and in part compensated by the downward (air-to-surface) transport of sensible heat
(SHF). This temperature deficit drives a persistent katabatic wind circulation over the whole
ice sheet [Steffen and Box, 2001].

Figure 3.3a shows that for the entire ice sheet and the surrounding tundra, the simulated cli-
matological values are in close agreement with the observations (R = 0.97) with an averaged
bias of -0.82◦C. The model tends to slightly underestimate/overestimate the near-surface tem-
perature on the tundra/ice sheet. Only at some of the locations along the coastline of Green-
land, does RACMO2/GR deviate more than 4◦C from the observations. The largest model
bias is found for DMI station BGTM, located along the southeast coast near Tingmiarmiut.
Disregarding this station reduces the root mean square error (RMSE) of 2.3◦C to 2.0◦C. The
temperature bias is uncorrelated to the elevation bias and does not show coherent regional
patterns.

To assess the seasonal cycle, Figure 3.3b groups the differences in monthly modeled and
observed values along the K-transect. For two sites along the K-transect, S6 and S9, the
seasonal cycle in RACMO2/GR corresponds well with the observations. The RMSE at S6 and
S9 are 0.52 and 0.74◦C, respectively. A similar realistic seasonal cycle in T2m is found for the
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Figure 3.3: Model performance for 2 m temperature [◦C]. A) model versus observations for GC-net
(blue), DMI coastal stations (red), and K-transect (green), averaged over the available measuring period,
b) monthly model bias along the K-transect for S5 (green), S6 (red) and S9 (blue).

low-elevation sites of GC-net, Swiss Camp and JAR1 (not shown). This is remarkable given
the complexity of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over the ablation and percolation
zone of the GrIS. Figure 3.4a shows that also the difference between the observed daily values
and RACMO2/GR is generally low (RMSE = 2.2◦C) for site S6. The largest model biases
are found in the transition months April and September, which can likely be associated with
an underestimation of the surface albedo leading to more net solar radiation absorption.

However, RACMO2/GR shows a pronounced cold monthly bias of up to 5◦C at the lowest
site S5, especially in wintertime. Compared to S6 and S9, the surroundings of S5 appear to
be too complex for RACMO2/GR to simulate correctly. S5 is located at only 6 km from the
ice sheet margin on an ice tongue (Russell Glacier) that protrudes from the main ice sheet
onto the tundra. Its closest model grid point is classified as ice sheet, while its neighboring
grid point is representing tundra. The cold bias in summer of 1◦C may be caused by too
much nocturnal cooling of the surface in the model, where the ice surface is observed to be
at melting point day and night. It is well known that temperatures over flat tundra in winter
are considerably lower than over the adjacent ice sheet, where katabatic winds prevent the
formation of a strong temperature inversion. Therefore, winter temperature biases at S5 are
thought to result from insufficient downwelling longwave radiation and/or ponding of cold
air over the tundra.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of simulated (dashed lines) and observed (solid lines) daily averaged a) 2 m
temperature [◦C], b) daily mean 10 m wind speed [m s−1] at S6 for the year 2004, and c) comparison
of simulated (dashed lines) and observed (solid lines) monthly averaged directional constancy [-] of 10
m wind at S6 for the period January 2004-August 2007.
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Figure 3.5: Model performance for 10 m wind speed [m s−1]. A) model versus observations for GC-
net (blue), DMI coastal stations (red), and K-transect (green), averaged over the available measuring
period. B) monthly model bias for S5 (green), S6 (red) and S9 (blue).

3.2.2 Wind speed and direction at 10 m

To assess the model performance for wind over the whole GrIS, we compare RACMO2/GR
with in situ observations averaged over matching time periods for the DMI locations, the
GC-net and K-transect AWSs (Figure 3.5a). The near-surface winds are well simulated by
RACMO2/GR (R = 0.74), considering the fact that the measured wind speed may be affected
by local orographic features. Furthermore, a considerable uncertainty exists in both the in
situ and model wind speed at 10 m owing to poorly defined stability corrections in very
stable surface layers, which regularly occur over the interior of the GrIS. Both low and high
wind speeds are well represented and the mean difference is only 0.3 m s−1 (RMSE = 1.9
m s−1). This suggests that the surface friction is adequately accounted for in the model and
that the vertical resolution of the model with its lowest layer at about 10 m above the surface,
is sufficient for simulating the near-surface katabatic wind profile, as found by Reijmer et al.
[2005] for Antarctica.

The seasonal cycle of wind speed along the K-transect is strongest at S9, with monthly av-
eraged summer wind speeds of 5.5 m s−1 and over 12 m s−1 during February. At S9, the
surface is considerably smoother compared to S5 and S6, and the impact of the large scale
forcing is larger. Averaged over the K-transect, the modeled 10 m wind speed deviates less
than 1 m s−1 on a monthly basis from the observations (Figure 3.5b). At these lower ele-
vations, the estimates of 10 m wind speed based on similarity theory are likely to be more
reliable, because enhanced turbulent mixing due to increasing wind speeds minimizes the
stability effects.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of simulated (open circles) and observed (solid circles) monthly averaged 10
m wind direction and speed at S5, S6 and S9 for the measurement period August 2004-August 2007.

On a daily basis, there is also good agreement between the modeled and observed 10 m wind
speed at S6 for 2004 (Figure 3.4b). In summer, the 10 m wind speed is slightly overestimated
during both high and low wind speed events, possibly due to too low modeled roughness of
the surface. Nevertheless, the RMSE is only 1.6 m s−1 for the 2003-2007 period. Another
remarkable feature is the daily averaged wind speed, which is always above 1 m s−1 apart
from a short period during which the sensor was frozen. This is because a continuous surface
temperature inversion develops owing to a negative net surface radiation in winter and over
the melting ice surface in summer, causing a persistent katabatic wind throughout the year
over the gently sloping surface of the ice sheet.

The wind regime on the GrIS is dominated by semi-permanent katabatic winds [Steffen and
Box, 2001]. Katabatic winds are characterized by a) a maximum in wind speed close to the
surface and b) a constant wind direction. The directional constancy dc is a useful tool to
detect local persistent circulations and is defined as the ratio of the vector-averaged wind
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speed to the mean wind speed usually taken at 10 m [Bromwich, 1989]:

dc =

(
u2 + v2

) 1
2

(u2 + v2)
1
2

(3.1)

where u and v are the horizontal components of the 10 m wind. A dc of zero implies that the
near-surface wind direction is random. When dc is about 1, the wind blows continuously from
one direction. Close to the ice margin, the wind speed and directional constancy peak twice
a year. In winter, the katabatic forcing is maintained by the radiation deficit at the surface,
whereas in summer, the snow/ice at the surface melts and prevents the surface temperature
from rising above melting point, so that katabatic winds persist. For S6, RACMO2/GR un-
derestimates the persistence of the katabatic flow by ∼5% on average (Figure 3.4c), but the
double annual maximum is very well represented.

The mean wind direction along the K-transect is south-southeasterly (Figure 3.6). This dom-
inant wind direction is determined by the persistent katabatic flow that is deflected to the
right of the downslope direction due to the Coriolis force. The downslope (cross-isobar)
component is maintained by friction. The wind direction is well simulated by RACMO2/GR,
although it is slightly too strong along the elevation contours at S9, possibly due to a too
small surface roughness length.

3.2.3 Humidity at 2 m

The near-surface specific humidity strongly depends on air temperature. Higher elevated sites
have lower average specific humidity due to on average lower air temperatures. At S6, the
agreement of the daily RACMO2/GR values and observations is good (Figure 3.7a), both for
the very low values during winter (< 1 g kg−1) and for the maximum values during summer
(≈ 4 g kg−1).

When analyzing the 2 m relative humidity RH2m, it appeared that in the standard post-
processing of RACMO2 data, the latent heat of vaporization is used for the computation
of the saturated vapor pressure as prescribed by the WMO (World Meteorological Organiza-
tion), whereas sublimation/deposition takes place at freezing winter temperatures. Since the
observed RH2m is derived using the latent heat of sublimation, RACMO2/GR would signif-
icantly underestimate RH2m. Therefore, we recomputed the modeled RH2m using the daily
specific humidity model values and the latent heat of sublimation. The observed RH2m at S6
remains close to saturation throughout the year, while RACMO2/GR shows an unexpected
decrease in wintertime (Figure 3.7b). Both, the summer observed and modeled RH2m de-
crease towards the lower elevations (not shown). A possible explanation is that the katabatic
wind brings colder, dry air downslope and that adiabatic compression and the associated
heating results in a lower RH.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of simulated (dashed lines) and observed (solid lines) daily averaged 2 m a)
specific humidity [g kg−1] and b) relative humidity [%] at S6 for the year 2004.

3.2.4 Surface energy balance

Air temperature near the surface is strongly coupled to the surface temperature, which is
determined by the surface energy balance (SEB) as:

M = SW↓ (1−α)+LW↓− εσT 4
s +SHF +LHF +Gs

= SWnet +LWnet +SHF +LHF +Gs (3.2)

where M is the melt energy, SW↓, SW↑, LW↓, LW↑ the downward and upward directed fluxes
of solar and infrared radiation, α the broadband surface albedo, ε the surface emissivity
for longwave radiation (ε = 0.98 is used in RACMO2/GR for the ice sheet), σ the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, LHF and SHF the turbulent fluxes for latent and sensible heat, and Gs

the subsurface conductive heat flux at the surface.

On Greenland, the SEB (Equation 3.2) is largely controlled by the radiative fluxes, the surface
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albedo, and to a lesser extent by the turbulent fluxes and the subsurface heat flux [Van den
Broeke et al., 2008b;a]. The performance of RACMO2/GR for different terms in the SEB will
be discussed in this order. Fluxes directed towards to the surface are defined as positive. Very
few reliable measurements of SEB components on the GrIS are available. We will therefore
mainly rely on observations along the K-transect, where the AWSs are equipped with K&Z
CNR1 radiation sensors that measure all four radiation components individually.

Net solar radiation and surface albedo

The SEB is strongly influenced by net solar radiation that is absorbed at the surface and drives
a clear seasonal and diurnal cycle, unless the energy is used for melting. Along the K-transect,
the SW↓ bias is inconsistent. While RACMO2/GR estimates SW↓ to be 126 W m−2 for all
three sites, the observations are less uniform. A positive model bias of +14 W m−2 (11.2%) is
found at S5 and a negative bias of -10 W m−2 (7.8%) at S9. Inaccuracies in modeled clear-sky
transmissivity, clouds, and/or cloud/radiation interactions can cause these deviations from the
observations. Quantification of a bias in each of these processes separately cannot be clarified
without detailed cloud measurements.

The reflected solar radiation depends on the amount of incoming solar radiation at the surface
and the surface albedo. The latter is observed to be asymmetric through the year in the
ablation zone [Van den Broeke et al., 2008a]. Comparing daily model output with the K-
transect observations reveals a too early decrease and a too late increase in modelled α , by
only a few days up to weeks (Figure 3.8). In early summer, the winter snowpack melts,
leading to a transition from a dry snow pack to a wet snow pack with α of ≈0.7, followed
by the surfacing of the underlying glacier ice with α of ≈0.5. The rate of this transition
process is hard for the model to capture, since the surface albedo is determined based on the
density of the upper 5 cm of dry snow, unaffected by the presence of water in the snowpack.
Furthermore, in reality there is some redistribution of falling snow by the wind occurs [Van
den Broeke et al., 2008a], where the radiation sensor is mounted on the AWS that stands on
top of an ice hummock (Figure 3.2) and thus there is a likely sampling bias toward lower
albedo, especially in the early melt season.

The observed daily variations in α associated with snowfall events are underestimated by the
model (Figure 3.8). In the observations, α rises more abruptly during a snowfall event, even
if only a very thin layer of fresh snow covers the surface. For the robustness of the model,
α responds only to significant changes in the density of the upper 5 cm of the snow/firn/ice
pack, which requires a more substantial snowfall event. The same discrepancy between model
and observations is responsible for the late increase in the model α during autumn, as fresh
snow starts to cover the glacier ice (S5, S6) or wet snow (S9). Overall, the average sur-
face albedo evolution through all four summers (2004-2007) is captured reasonably well by
RACMO2/GR (not shown), taking into account that the ablation zone is characterized by a
very inhomogeneous surface.
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Figure 3.8: Time evolution of the daily surface albedo [-] in the observations (solid lines) and model
output (dash lines) for the three AWSs (S5, S6 and S9) along the K-transect for the period April to
October 2004.
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Figure 3.9: Model performance for surface net solar radiation [W m−2]. A) model versus observations
for GC-net (blue), and K-transect (green) averaged over the available measuring period. B) monthly
model bias for S5 (green), S6 (red) and S9 (blue).

The underestimation of the albedo in early summer and in autumn leads, on average, to a
positive model bias in the reflected solar radiation of +8 W m−2 averaged over the K-transect
(not shown). In the ablation zone, the positive biases in the incoming and in the reflected so-
lar radiation lead to an overestimation in the net solar radiation, with largest biases in spring
and summer months (Figure 3.9b). Figure 3.10a shows that RACMO2/GR significantly over-
estimates SWnet at S6 by 31% compared to the observations. As expected the bias in SWnet

is smaller for most of the dry snow zone (GC-net stations in Figure 3.9a), where the surface
albedo remains relatively high and constant throughout the year. Only a significant deviation
from the assumed fresh snow α of 0.85 may result in an overestimation at the accumulation
zone sites.

Net longwave radiation

At S6, the daily variation in net longwave radiation LWnet is well captured by RACMO2/GR
(Figure 3.10b). The model tends to underestimate the lower range of values during the winter
months. This negative bias is caused by an underestimation of LW↓, with its largest bias in
winter (25 W m−2). Van de Berg et al. [2007] found a similar problem over the Antarctic ice
sheet using an earlier version of RACMO2, which they related to an underestimation of the
clear-sky radiance, winter cloud cover and humidity. Similar to biases in SW↓, detailed cloud
observations are needed to quantify the effect of a potential bias in cloud properties on LW↓.

At S6, the resulting winter bias in LWnet is ≈20 W m−2, since the monthly average bias in
LW↑ is only 5 W m−2 due to a small surface temperature bias (Figure 3.11a). In summer,
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of simulated (dashed lines) and observed (solid lines) daily averaged values
of a) net solar radiation flux, b) net longwave radiation flux, and c) net radiation flux in [W m−2] at S6
for the year 2004.
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Figure 3.11: Model performance of a) the net LW radiation for S5 (green), S6 (red) and S9 (blue) along
the K-transect in [W m−2], b) idem for the net radiation in [W m−2].

the LW↑ bias diminishes as the melting surface limits the surface temperature. For S9, the
performance of RACMO2/GR is similar to S6. For S5 however, the cold bias (see Figure
3.3b) results in an underestimation of LW↑ in winter of 25 W m−2, compensating for the bias
in LW↓ (Figure 3.11a).

Net radiation

In Figure 3.10c, the net result of the daily solar and infrared radiation fluxes is presented for
S6. In wintertime, solar radiation is reduced to near zero and thus LWnet drives the surface
radiation budget. The negative bias in LW↓ leads to an underestimation of net radiation and
is thought to be the result of underestimated clear sky LW radiance and of cloudiness. In
summertime, the positive bias in SWnet is the dominant contribution to an overestimation of
the net radiation absorbed at the surface. Figure 3.11b shows that the largest disagreement is
found in spring, when the bias in albedo is largest. At S5 and S9, the bias in the amount of
net radiation is smaller due to a better representation of the surface albedo variability in the
summer months. A similar bias is found for the GC-net sites JAR1 and Swiss Camp that are
located in environments comparable to S9.

Turbulent heat fluxes

Figure 3.12a shows that the sensible heat flux SHF at S6 is positive throughout the year,
which indicates that the atmosphere continuously transfers heat to the surface. The double
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of simulated (dashed lines) and ’observed’ (solid lines) daily averaged surface
a) sensible heat flux, and b) latent heat flux in [W m−2] at S6 for the year 2004.

maxima (winter and summer) correspond to the maxima in wind shear and temperature gra-
dient between the surface and atmosphere, which are coupled through the katabatic forcing.
During winter, RACMO2/GR simulates an excess in SHF of 15 W m−2 at S6 and S9 (Figure
3.13) that balances most of the surplus in net LW cooling, explaining the realistic near-surface
temperatures at these sites (Figure 3.4a). It is known that the mixing scheme in RACMO2 is
too active, especially under very stable atmospheric conditions [Van Meijgaard et al., 2008].
This bias is smaller at S5, because this site is closer to the ice margin and in winter affected
by a deeper katabatic wind circulation, so the modeled and observed mixing layer depth are
more equivalent. Here, the excess LW cooling during winter is only partly compensated by
the overestimated SHF .

The annual cycle of latent heat flux LHF is of minor importance to the SEB, with some de-
position in winter and sublimation from the surface in spring and summer (Figure 3.12b). To
obtain a realistic sublimation, it is important that at least the surface temperature is correctly
represented. Differences between RACMO2/GR and sites along the K-transect are less than
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Figure 3.13: Model performance of a) SHF for S5 (green), S6 (red) and S9 (blue) along the K-transect
b) idem for LHF [W m−2].

5 W m−2 in winter months and generally less than 10 W m−2 during summer (Figure 3.13b).
It should be noted here that ’observed’ turbulent fluxes are approximated by the bulk fluxes
and they are also somewhat uncertain.

3.3 Summary

An assessment of the performance of RACMO2/GR, a regional climate model with physical
parameterizations optimized for use over the extensive ice sheets, is presented using in situ
observations on and around the Greenland ice sheet. This analysis has primarily focused on
the near-surface atmospheric state (temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction), and the
surface energy balance components including the radiative fluxes.

The model is capable of simulating realistic near-surface characteristics of the Greenland
atmosphere on daily, monthly and annual timescales. We found a very good correlation (R
= 0.97, RMSE = 4.0◦C) between modeled and measured T2m at 70 stations on and around
the GrIS. The largest monthly bias (-5◦C) occurs for winter at the ice margin, whereas in the
higher elevated ablation and in the percolation zone, the temperature evolution is captured
well. The difference between the modeled and measured wind speed appears to be substantial
at several locations, although generally the agreement is reasonable (R = 0.74, RMSE = 1.9
m s−1). Local topographical conditions at the stations make it difficult to directly compare
the near-surface winds with model values. At about 60 out of the 70 stations, the difference
in annual mean 10 m wind speed is smaller than 2 m s−1. The persistent katabatic wind
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circulation is captured well by the model. The small deviations in wind direction in the
ablation zone are probably caused by too small/large surface roughness lengths.

The surface energy balance is evaluated using SEB observations from three AWSs in the
ablation and percolation zone along the K-transect and from those AWSs of the GC-net for
which high-quality daily measurements were made available. The modeled SWnet radiation
flux matches the observations well in the dry snow zone, whereas it is overestimated in the
ablation and percolation zone. The model has difficulties in simulating the instant decrease in
surface albedo due to wetting and melting of snow and the sudden increase when a thin layer
of fresh snow covers the bare glacier ice. Keeping in mind that the surface in the ablation zone
is very inhomogeneous, which reduces the representation of the single point observations, the
model captures the changing surface conditions under melting conditions reasonably well.

It is known that RACMO2 underestimates the downwelling longwave radiation at low at-
mospheric temperatures, which is related to an underestimation of the clear-sky component
and/or of humidity and cloud cover. This is confirmed by the measurements of the K-transect,
where the model bias reaches 20 W m−2 in winter. During winter, an excess SHF of 20
W m−2 balances most of the excess LW cooling, except for the lower ablation zone. Un-
der extremely stable conditions, the vertical mixing scheme is too active, which introduces a
compensating error. As a result, only a small bias is found in the surface and 2 m temperature.
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CHAPTER 4

Present climate of the Greenland ice sheet: a
study with a regional climate model

4.1 Introduction

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is the largest permanent ice- and snow covered area in the
Northern Hemisphere. The complex orography of the GrIS, with steep gradients along the
ice margins, and its high-elevated, smooth interior, is mainly responsible for the variety of
regional climates on the ice sheet [Scorer, 1988].

Two meteorological phenomena characterize the near-surface climate of large ice sheets: a
quasi-permanent temperature deficit [Van den Broeke et al., 1994] and the persistent low-
level katabatic wind circulation [e.g. Heinemann, 1999; Denby et al., 2002a;b]. Due to low
absorption of solar radiation and efficient emission of longwave radiation, the net surface
radiation balance becomes negative, resulting in surface cooling and a stable stratification of
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) [Hoch et al., 2007]. This cooling of the near-surface
air results in a shallow high air pressure system located over central Greenland, which is the

This chapter is based on: Ettema, J., M. R. van den Broeke, E. van Meijgaard and W. J. van de Berg (2009).
Climate of the Greenland ice sheet using a high-resolution climate model, Part 2: Near-surface climate and energy
balance. Submitted to The Cryosphere
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4. Present-day climate

primary driving mechanism for the katabatic winds. These persistent katabatic winds prevent
humidity to be transported to the central part of the GrIS at low atmospheric levels [Dethloff
et al., 2002].

Many observational studies have been devoted to describe the climate of the GrIS. Steffen and
Box [2001] used wind and temperature measurements from 18 GC-Net (Greenland Climate
Network) automatic weather stations (AWS) to describe the surface climatology at elevations
above 1000 m. Van den Broeke et al. [2008b;a] and Van den Broeke et al. [2008c] focused
on the surface energy balance and radiative fluxes in the ablation and percolation zone of
west Greenland. Hoch et al. [2007] made year-round radiative flux observations at Summit,
the highest point on the GrIS. Earlier meteorological expeditions were mainly restricted to
the ablation season rather than year-round observations [Ambach, 1977a;b; Oerlemans and
Vugts, 1993; Henneken et al., 1994].

However, large uncertainties remain in observation-based climate studies due to the sparse
resolution of measurements in time and/or space. Regional climate models models constitute
a powerful mean to fill this space-time gap by determining the climate parameters for the
entire ice sheet over longer periods and at high spatial resolution. Due to the high compu-
tational costs, most of the previous numerical studies of the GrIS surface climatology cover
one ablation season up to 25 years [Denby et al., 2002b; Cassano et al., 2001; Dethloff et al.,
2002; Fettweis, 2007; Hines and Bromwich, 2008].

Here, we present the results of a 51-year integration (1958-2008) with the regional climate
model RACMO2/GR. The long term (> 30 years) model simulation at high horizontal resolu-
tion (11 km) allows a detailed assessment of the regional near-surface climate of the GrIS. In
this chapter, we present the 51-year means of near-surface parameters wind, air temperature,
humidity, radiative fluxes, and surface energy balance (SEB) components of the GrIS.

4.2 Model description and data analysis

For this study, the Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel (RACMO2/GR, Van Meijgaard
et al. [2008]) is used. RACMO2/GR is based on the HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model
(HIRLAM, Undén et al. [2002]) and the global model of the European Centrum for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, updated from cycle 23r4, White [2004]). The model do-
main of 246 x 312 grid points covers the entire Greenland ice sheet and part of the surrounding
oceans, including Iceland, Svalbard and some Canadian ice caps (Figure 2.2). The horizontal
resolution is 0.10◦ x 0.10◦, which corresponds with approximately 11 km; this high resolu-
tion is essential in obtaining an accurate representation of the narrow ablation zone, the steep
climate gradients on the GrIS and the areas with complicated land-ice sheet-sea contrasts.
RACMO2/GR has 40 atmospheric hybrid levels in the vertical. At the lateral boundaries,
RACMO2/GR is forced with atmospheric information from ERA-40 (ECMWF Re-Analysis,
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1 September 1957-31 August 2002) and ECMWF operation analyses (1 September 2002-1
January 2009). The sea surface temperature and sea ice fraction are prescribed every 6 hours.

With respect to the Antarctic version of regional climate model [van Lipzig et al., 1999;
Van de Berg et al., 2005], several parameterization schemes have been modified, such as the
physical representation of the GrIS snow/firn/ice pack processes (penetration and refreez-
ing of meltwater, heat capacity of the snow/firn pack, surface roughness and albedo) and
the air temperature forcing the liquid-solid precipitation ratio. These adaptations have been
described in more detail in Chapter 2.

Comparison of RACMO2/GR output data with in situ measurements on and around the GrIS
showed that the model has some difficulties in simulating the very stable atmospheric condi-
tions, because of a too active mixing scheme that leads to an overestimation of the sensible
heat flux SHF (see Chapter 3). Additionally, the amount of wintertime downwelling long-
wave radiation is underestimated by ≈25 W m−2 that leads to a cold surface bias of several
degrees in places where it is not compensated by the positive SHF bias. These model short-
comings should be kept in mind when reading the remainder of this chapter. Generally, a
good agreement is found with observations, as described in Chapter 3.

4.2.1 Wind

The wind regime on the GrIS is dominated by semi-permanent katabatic winds [Steffen and
Box, 2001]. Katabatic winds are characterized by a) a maximum in wind speed close to the
surface and b) a constant wind direction. An useful tool to detect this persistent circulation
is the directional constancy dc defined as the ratio of the vector-averaged wind speed to the
mean wind speed usually taken at 10 m [Bromwich, 1989]:

dc =

(
u2 + v2

) 1
2

(u2 + v2)
1
2

(4.1)

where u and v are the horizontal components of the 10 m wind. A dc of zero implies that the
near-surface wind direction is random; when dc is 1, the wind blows continuously from one
direction.

4.2.2 Temperature

The near-surface air temperature T2m depends strongly on elevation and maximum solar
zenith angle. To remove most of the elevation dependency, we compute the potential temper-
ature θ , defined as the temperature an air parcel would have if it were brought to sea level
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without heat exchange with its surroundings:

θv = Tv

(
p0

p

) Rd
cp

= (T +0.61q)
(

p0

p

) Rd
cp

(4.2)

where T is the air temperature, Tv the virtual air temperature, p the air pressure, p0 = 1000 hPa
the reference pressure, Rd = 287 J kg−1 K−1 the gas constant of the dry atmosphere, and
cp = 1005 J kg−1 K−1 the specific heat of air at constant pressure and q the specific humidity
introduced to take the effect of moisture on the buoyancy of the air parcel into account.

As the GrIS spans roughly 2600 km from the northernmost point at Cape Morris Jesup to the
southern tip at Cape Farwell, the northern part of the ice sheet receives on an annual basis a
considerably smaller amount of solar radiation than the southern regions. Reeh [1991] pre-
sented a linear regression of the ice sheet mean annual near-surface air temperature T2m,Reeh

expressed as a function of elevation E and latitude L based on a study by Ohmura [1987]:

T2m,Reeh = 48.83−0.007924E−0.7512L (4.3)

Another key factor affecting the near-surface air temperature is the radiative cooling of the
surface, mainly in winter, leading to a quasi-permanent temperature inversion. A common
measure for the strength of this inversion is the temperature perturbation ∆θ , which is the
difference between the ABL potential temperature and the potential temperature observed
in the free troposphere extrapolated to the same height [Van den Broeke and van Lipzig,
2003]. A large negative value of ∆θ indicates a strong temperature inversion in the ABL.
To calculate ∆θ , we assume a linear background potential temperature profile that fits best
to the free atmosphere potential temperatures. This means that the lapse rate γθ = ∂θ/∂ z
of the background potential temperature θ0(z) is assumed constant with height z in the free
atmosphere:

θ0 (z) = θ0 (0)+ γθ z (4.4)

∆θ (z) is then defined as the potential temperature perturbation relative to the undisturbed
background or free atmosphere by:

∆θ (z) = θ (z)−θ0 (z) (4.5)

Vertical integration of ∆θ over the ABL provides insight in the spatial distribution of cold air
accumulation:

θ̂ =
∫ h

0
∆θ (z)dz (4.6)

where the height h is chosen well above the top of the temperature deficit layer (TDL) to
avoid having to define the height of the stable ABL, which is poorly constrained under stable
conditions.
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4.2.3 Surface energy balance

The air temperature near the surface is strongly coupled to the surface temperature Ts. When
radiation penetration into the snowpack is neglected Ts is determined by the surface energy
balance (SEB), which is defined as

M = SW↓ (1−α)+LW↓− εσT 4
s +SHF +LHF +Gs

= SWnet +LWnet +SHF +LHF +Gs (4.7)

where M is the melt energy, SW↓, SW↑, LW↓, LW↑ the downward and upward directed fluxes
of solar and infrared radiation, α the broadband surface albedo, ε the surface emissivity
for longwave radiation (ε = 0.98 is used in RACMO2/GR for the ice sheet), σ the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, LHF and SHF the turbulent fluxes for latent and sensible heat, and Gs

the subsurface conductive heat flux at the surface. All terms are defined as positive when
directed towards the surface-atmosphere interface.

SHF and LHF depend on the temperature, wind and humidity fluctuations in the surface
layer (SL):

SHF = −ρcp(w′θ ′) = ρcpu∗θ∗
LHF = −ρLs(w′q′) = ρLsu∗q∗

u∗ =
√

τ/ρ (4.8)

where ρ is the air density, cp the heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure, Ls the latent
heat of sublimation, w′, θ ′ and q′ are the turbulent fluctuations of vertical velocity, potential
temperature and specific humidity, u∗, θ∗ and q∗ the associated turbulent scaling parameters,
and τ the wind shear or horizontal momentum flux.

In RACMO2/GR, the SEB is iteratively solved for the surface temperature using Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory for the turbulent fluxes with the stability functions of Holtslag
and Bruin [1988] for stable and Dyer [1974] for unstable conditions. Since u∗, θ∗ and q∗
are not available in the model output, their values have been derived from mean annuals for
the turbulent heat fluxes, to provide insight in the relative contribution of wind shear, specific
humidity and temperature gradients to the turbulent heat fluxes.

4.3 Surface climate

In this section, we present mean annual (1 January-31 December) values of the surface
climate variables air pressure, temperature, wind and SEB components as simulated by
RACMO2/GR averaged over the period 1958-2008.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Mean 500 hPa height Z500 [m MSL; solid contours], sea level pressure ps [hPa; dashed
contours over ocean only], topography of the GrIS [m; dashed contours every 250 m over land only]
averaged over the a) year, b) winter (DJF), and c) summer (JJA). Note the differences in contour incre-
ments.
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4.3.1 Large scale circulation

Figure 4.1 shows the 1958-2008 annual, winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) sea level pressure
(dashed lines) and height of the 500 hPa level Z500 (solid lines). The mean surface level
pressure is not plotted over land, because the topography of the GrIS and the strong density
profiles make downward interpolation highly uncertain. The 500 hPa level is chosen here,
because it is the first standard pressure level that does not intersect with the ice sheet surface
and lies well above the surface layer (SL).

The GrIS is situated just poleward of the polar front; the strong baroclinicity results in a
westerly upper air flow and an easterly near-surface flow. Because it is also situated in the
northward directed branch of the standing planetary waves in the Northern Hemisphere (NH),
the 500 hPa circulation is directed southwest-northeast, forcing upper-air southwesterlies over
the GrIS that constitute the so-called polar vortex. RACMO2/GR is well capable of realisti-
cally simulating these large scale circulation patterns (Figure 4.1), as expected because of the
use of lateral forcing from ECMWF analyses.

The North Atlantic main storm tracks are located around Greenland and cause relatively
high accumulation rates over western and southeastern Greenland [Ohmura and Reeh, 1991;
Steffen and Box, 2001; Ettema et al., 2009]. The net effect of the individual low pressure
systems results in a climatologic low pressure system (1004.5 hPa) located over the Irminger
Sea, the so-called Icelandic Low. The wintertime Icelandic Low is relatively deep (below
1000 hPa) and positioned close to the east coast of south Greenland, while in summer the low
is more shallow (about 1009 hPa) and centered close to the south coast of Iceland. The center
and depth of the Icelandic Low is well represented in RACMO2/GR.

With elevations over 3000 m, the GrIS acts as a barrier for weather systems in the North
Atlantic region. It prevents cyclones to move directly from west to east across the ice sheet.
Rather, the main pathways are northward along the western flank or eastward south of the
GrIS, and retrogade eastwards at higher latitudes [Scorer, 1988]. Locally, the steep topo-
graphic gradients in southeast Greenland have a pronounced effect on the synoptic systems,
e.g. by splitting low air pressure systems at the southern tip of Greenland, by distortion of the
wind and temperature fields and by inducing cyclogenesis in the lee-side of the steep slopes
in the south [Tsukernik et al., 2007].

4.3.2 Near-surface wind

Over the GrIS, the annual mean 10 m wind speeds (1958-2008 average) range from 1.5 to
10.3 m s−1 (Figure 4.2a). The lowest mean annual wind speeds are found over the tundra
and adjacent ice sheet along the northern and western margins. The decreasing wind speed
at 10-20 km from the ice edge is confirmed by AWS observations [Duynkerke and van den
Broeke, 1994; Van den Broeke et al., 2008c]. This deceleration of the katabatic flow is partly
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Figure 4.2: Averaged 10 m wind speed (contours, [m s−1]) and wind vectors over a) year, b) DJF, and
c) JJA. Vectors are plotted every 4 grid points for clarity. Box in b) indicates region enlarged in Figure
4.3b.
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caused by increasing surface roughness lengths due to a rougher ice surface in the ablation
zone, and also by the diurnal variation in the thermally forced wind imposed by the flat tundra
close to the ice edge. This thermal wind forcing is associated with cold air pooling over the
tundra [Van den Broeke et al., 1994; 2002; Gallée and Pettré, 1998].

The largest simulated wind speeds on the ice sheet occur in northeast Greenland over Dron-
ning Louise Land and to its south. Unfortunately, no direct meteorological observations are
available for this region. The AWS locations NASA-E and Tunu-N from GC-Net are located
higher up the ice sheet [Steffen and Box, 2001]. Wind speeds in winter (DJF, Figure 4.2b)
are generally larger than in summer (JJA, Figure 4.2c). In winter, cloud cover is low and
there is enhanced radiative surface cooling, as discussed in Section 4.3.5, leading to stronger
katabatic forcing. Furthermore, the polar vortex is stronger in winter, as it is proportional to
the large-scale temperature gradient between the North Pole and the equator, which is largest
in wintertime; as in Antarctica, the large scale pressure gradient force (PGF) acts to support
the katabatic PGF over the ice sheet [Van den Broeke et al., 2002].

The mean wind vector shows a clear outflow of air over the ice sheet surface. The mean wind
direction is downslope with a deflection to the right due to the Coriolis force. Assuming a
continuous katabatic forcing and steady state without friction, the flow would be along the
elevation contours. Friction normally maintains a downslope component, but apparently, the
west coast of Greenland is strongly influenced by the low-pressure systems in the northern
Baffin Bay, resulting in a flow almost parallel to the elevation contours. This corresponds
well with observations of Steffen and Box [2001].

The katabatic winds over the ice sheet are persistent throughout the year, which is reflected in
a high mean value of dc (≈0.6) for the majority of the GrIS (Figure 4.3a). The largest values
of dc (> 0.9) coincide with areas of strong katabatic winds. The katabatic wind system
dissipates after crossing the ice edge, resulting in low wind speeds and low values for dc over
the tundra. On the ice sheet, the lowest values for dc are found on the two domes and the
ridge in between. Here, the wind direction is governed by the large scale circulation, since
the katabatic wind system is weakly developed in these areas in the absence of a significant
surface slope.

The 10 m wind direction over the adjacent oceans is highly variable. Throughout the year,
a clear wind maximum (> 14 m s−1) is located south of the southern most tip of Greenland
with a rather low value for dc of 0.3. Here, the steep and high topography of the GrIS results
in significant atmospheric flow distortion that leads to a common occurrence of high surface
wind speeds in its surrounding area, the so-called the Greenland tip jet [Moore and Renfrew,
2005]. The low dc can be explained by the bimodality of the zonal wind in this area with
high wind speed events occurring from both directions.

The regional high wind speeds along the southeastern coast at ∼66◦N are more persistent
throughout the year. Figure 4.2b shows that the cold and stable stratified katabatic outflow
through the numerous fjords is forced back towards the topographic barrier by the prevailing
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Figure 4.3: A) Directional constancy based on annual wind speed and direction [-], and b) DJF mean of
10 m wind field (vectors [m s−1]) and its magnitude (colouring [m s−1]) plotted at full model resolution
for box indicated in Figure 4.2b.

synoptic-scale easterly flow. This so-called barrier wind is seen in more detail when zooming
in on this region and plotting the DJF averaged wind vectors at the full model resolution of 11
km (Figure 4.3b). Moore and Renfrew [2005] observed these barrier winds in the near-surface
wind speed fields derived from QuickScat data. It confirms the ability of RACMO2/GR to
simulate the regional wind climate accurately, not only on the ice sheet, but also over the
surrounding oceans, which is benificial for forcing of regional ocean models.

4.3.3 Near-surface temperature

Figure 4.4 shows the mean annual, winter and summer 2 m temperature and sea ice extent
(shaded) where the ocean is ice-covered for more than 75% of the time (average 1958-2008).
The sea ice cover generally is most extensive in spring and could lead to a time lag in tem-
perature minimum on some coasts [Scorer, 1988]. The annual air temperature over the GrIS
ranges from -30.5 to -3.5◦C. The lowest temperatures are found north of the highest eleva-
tions of the GrIS, which is in agreement with the findings of Chen et al. [1997] and Cassano
et al. [2001]. The climate at the eastern side of Greenland is colder compared to the western
side at the same altitude. This agrees with the findings of Steffen and Box [2001]. A pos-
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Figure 4.4: Averaged 2 m temperature (colour contours, [K]) and sea ice extent (shaded) over a) years,
and the seasons b) DJF , c) and JJA.
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Figure 4.5: A) Mean annual 2 m potential temperature [K], and b) difference between T2m,Reeh com-
puted with Equation 4.3 and mean annual air 2 m temperature of RACMO2/GR [◦C].

sible cause for this could be the insulating effect of the sea ice present along the north and
northeastern coastline of Greenland and the advection of cold air by downslope winds.

During wintertime, the absence of sunlight and the presence of sea ice result in very low air
temperatures in the northern regions (Figure 4.4b). In summer, the melting snow/ice at the
surface limits the air temperature to close to the melting point along the ice margins (Figure
4.4c). The highly elevated interior shows the largest variability in daily mean T2m. Here, the
daily winter temperature can drop below -70◦C, while in summer the temperature can rise
close to the melting point. The lowest variability is found along the lower margins in the
southeast, where the temperature is governed by advection of warm and humid (cloudy) air
throughout the year. Because everywhere on the GrIS, the mean temperature for the warmest
month is below 10◦C, the climate of the GrIS can be classified as Arctic. Only where the land
strip is wider than 100 km and becomes snow free in summer does the July temperature rise
above this threshold. These northeastern and western tundras have a subarctic climate.

The near-surface temperature is evidently affected by surface elevation, latitude and the sea
ice extent. Figure 4.5a shows that the influence of the surface elevation can be largely re-
moved by considering the 2 m potential temperature θ2m (Equation 4.2). The south dome at
the GrIS experiences the highest θ2m, which generally decreases with latitude. The high θ2m
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values over the southern and southeastern GrIS signify frequent advection of warm maritime
air. The low values over the northern tundra are caused by the absence of katabatic wind and
warm air advection, enabling a strong inversion to build up. Over the adjacent oceans, θ2m is
clearly affected by the presence of sea ice, insulating the warm ocean from the atmosphere.

Figure 4.5b shows the difference between annual mean T2m,Reeh as computed with Equation
4.3 and T2m simulated by RACMO2/GR. This comparison confirms that elevation and latitude
are of major influence on the near-surface temperature, but can not entirely explain the tem-
perature distribution in Figure 4.4a. The difference ranges from -5◦C in the eastern regions to
+6◦C close to the northern ice margins. The empirical function generally underestimates T2m

by 1 to 3◦C. Positive biases occur only along the lowest ice sheet margins (< 750 m). The
GrIS averaged bias of -1.4◦C implies that other processes affect the near-surface temperature
as well. Neglecting the recent warming since the 1990s [Hanna et al., 2008] and considering
the model output for the period 1958-1990 only, the bias decreases to -1.2◦C averaged over
the ice sheet. All in all, the agreement is quite good, given the simplicity of the empirical
relation.

Potential temperature deficit ∆θ

Figure 4.6a shows the annual background surface potential temperature θ0(0) (Equation 4.4).
θ0(0) is generally higher than the actual surface potential temperature, θ(0), implying that the
free atmosphere is potentially warmer than the ABL. A clear northwest-southeast gradient is
seen over the ocean, which corresponds with the spatial variability in the geopotential height
at the 500 hPa level (Figure 4.1). The highest values of θ0(0) are found over the higher
elevations of the GrIS, indicative of the stable stratification of the free atmosphere (γθ > 0,
Figure 4.6d). The free atmosphere is less stably stratified over the convective area in the
surroundings of the Icelandic Low.

The annual potential temperature perturbation at the surface ∆θ (0) is depicted in Figure 4.6b.
A strong temperature deficit (>10◦C) is restricted to the northeastern part of the ice sheet
and the sea ice covered areas on the southern and western lower ice margins, and over open
ocean water. Over the GrIS, a dependency of the temperature deficit on the topography,
cloud cover (see later) and the presence of nearby sea ice is visible. Strongest temperature
perturbations (more than 13◦C) are found on the northeastern slopes, where also the strongest
katabatic winds occur. We speculate that southeasterly large scale winds (Figure 4.1) force
a continuous supply of cold air from the higher elevated parts of the ice sheet to this area.
Moreover, the ice sheet surface topography forces a regional convergence of the winds in this
area, prohibiting the ABL to heat up by divergence and associated subsidence. The result is
that the air remains cold and katabatic winds strong. In comparison to the Antarctic plateau
[Van de Berg et al., 2008] we find considerably smaller values for the temperature deficit on
the GrIS, because Greenland experiences a regular large scale advection of warm air from the
sea ice-free Atlantic Ocean and is in general situated in a more temperate climate zone.
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Figure 4.6: A) Background surface potential temperature [K], b) annual surface potential temperature
perturbation [K], c) annual vertically integrated potential temperature perturbation [103 K m], and d)
lapse rate of the background potential temperature [K km−1].
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Figure 4.7: A) Annual 2 m relative humidity [-], and b) annual 2 m specific humidity [g kg−1].

Figure 4.6c shows the vertically integrated temperature perturbation θ̂ (Equation 4.6). The
greatest magnitudes are found just seaward of the northeast Greenland coastline, where the
ocean is covered by sea ice for 50 to 95% of the year. This flat area acts as a collector of cold
air that drains from the GrIS. The values over the ice sheet become more negative towards
the margins, suggesting that katabatic outflow of cold air over the surface is compensated
by a continuous subsidence of warmer air from the free atmosphere, diminishing the vertical
extent of the TDL and hence θ̂ .

4.3.4 Near-surface humidity

Figure 4.7 depicts that the annual mean 2 m relative humidity RH2m (average 1958-2008)
decreases towards the ice margins, while the 2 m specific humidity q2m increases. RH2m is
lowest in glacial valleys in the northeast. The strong katabatic winds advect cold, dry air
from the ice sheet interior and meanwhile the katabatic system prevents humidity transport
towards the northeast. In summer, the air warms the tundra and consequently RH2m is re-
duced. In contrast, q2m increases, because the higher temperatures allow an exponentially
higher maximum moisture content, dominating the decrease in RH2m. Due to the strong cor-
relation between temperature and specific humidity, the spatial pattern of q2m is very similar
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to the distribution of T2m (Figure 4.4a), with the lowest values in the cold interior and the
warmer air containing more moisture along the southern ice margins.

4.3.5 Surface energy balance

The surface energy balance (SEB) determines the surface temperature and melt whenever
Ts = 273.16 K (Equation 4.7). The radiative fluxes contribute importantly to the ice sheet
SEB, whereas the turbulent heat fluxes are expected to be smaller than in midlatitude climates.
The subsurface heat flux Gs is expected to play a minor role in the annual mean SEB. If the
sum of all these SEB components is positive, the remaining energy is used for melting the
snow/firn/ice pack, M. Observations show that net radiation provides a significant part of
the energy used for melt in the ablation zone, in spite of the relatively high surface albedo
(e.g. Duynkerke and van den Broeke [1994]; Konzelmann and Braithwaite [1995] and Van
den Broeke et al. [2008b]).

Net surface solar radiation and surface albedo

The snow/firn surface of the GrIS has a high albedo α and hence reflects the incoming so-
lar radiation SW↓ effectively. Over central Greenland, the mean α is about 0.825, which
corresponds with the albedo of fresh snow (Figure 4.8a). Consequently, the largest part of
SW↓ is reflected and the fraction absorbed at the surface SWnet reaches values between 20
and 25 W m−2 (Figure 4.8b). These values correspond well with the observed mean values
for albedo (0.82) and net solar radiation (24 W m−2) at Summit averaged over the period
July 2000-July 2002 [Hoch, 2005].

The albedo decreases towards the ice margins due to growing snow grains in the snow/firn/ice
pack during spring and summer melt periods. In the percolation zone, the decrease in α (α ∼
0.7) is associated with moistening of the snow pack, while in the ablation zone, in addition,
the relatively dark glacier ice (α ∼ 0.5) is at the surface during a few days up to weeks or
even months per year. That is why SWnet increases to almost 50 W m−2 along the ice margins,
implying more shortwave radiation energy available for melt. On the adjacent tundra, the
values for SWnet are even higher (∼ 70 W m−2) due to the low summer albedo (α ∼ 0.18) of
the snow free tundra surface.

Cloud cover and longwave radiation

Information about clouds is valuable for a correct interpretation of temporal and spatial vari-
ability of radiative fluxes. Figure 4.9a shows that the total cloud cover decreases sharply from
the interior ice sheet (> 0.9) towards the ice margin, with the lowest values of 0.45 found in
the northeast. The high amount of cloud cover in the interior frequently only consists of a
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Figure 4.8: A) Mean annual surface albedo [-], and b) net solar radiation [W m−2].

Figure 4.9: A) Annual total cloud cover [-], and b) atmospheric SW transmissivity (SW↓/SW↓,TOA) [-].
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Figure 4.10: A) Mean annual net surface longwave radiation [W m−2], and b) net surface radiation
[W m−2].

shallow near-surface fog layer, confirmed by observations at Summit during summer nights
[Hoch et al., 2007]. However, the effect of clouds on radiation is primarily determined by
the presence of liquid water and ice in the atmosphere. Total cloud cover does not provide
quantitative information on radiative scattering properties of the atmosphere, because it is no
good measure for the optical thickness of the cloud. Therefore, we analyzed the atmospheric
SW transmissivity, defined as the ratio between the incoming SW at the surface and at the top
of the atmosphere, which depends on the amount and vertical distribution of water vapor,
clouds, atmospheric mass and aerosols. Figure 4.9b shows that SW transmissivity reveals a
different spatial pattern. It increases with elevation, caused by a shorter associated atmo-
spheric pathway for solar radiation. The low cloud cover in northeast Greenland coincides
with relatively high values in SW transmissivity, indicative for dry air advected by the strong
katabatic winds. Note that Summit, besides having the highest mean cloud cover, still has
very high transmissivity. This indicates that the simulated cloud layer must be very thin or
only occurs at low sun angles, which is typical for radiative fog.

Incoming infrared radiation LW↓ is a function of the temperature and humidity distribution in
the lowest atmospheric layers, but also of low level clouds, which determine the atmospheric
radiative longwave properties. Therefore, LW↓ (not shown) shows large similarities (albeit
reversed) with the SW transmissivity. The outgoing LW radiation LW↑ is determined by the
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surface temperature, leading to simulated net emitted longwave radiation LWnet between -30
and -60 W m−2 (Figure 4.10a). RACMO2/GR is known to underestimate LW↓ during winter
months [Van de Berg et al., 2008; and Chapter 3]. Therefore, the modeled LWnet values are
likely too low.

The negative LWnet , and the associated cooling of the surface, indirectly forces the katabatic
circulation over Greenland, which prevents or reduces cloud cover and contributes to the
development of the Greenland shallow high pressure system. In general, the heat loss due to
LW emission increases towards lower elevations, with maximum values in Dronning Louise
Land (Figure 4.10a). Characteristic for this area are the very strong katabatic winds that bring
cold, dry air from the interior, and the absence of large scale advection of moist air, both
reducing the moisture content of the overlying air and thus LW↓. Moreover, the katabatic
winds effectively heat the surface through SHF , increasing Ts and LW↑ and enhancing the
radiative heat loss. In the western lower ablation zone, LWnet decreases again with altitude.
Here, the emission of LW radiation is limited in summer due to continuous melting at the
surface, which causes a smaller LW radiative heat loss than for areas where the melting is
intermittent during the melt season [Van den Broeke et al., 2008a].

Net radiation

The sum of SWnet and LWnet equals the net radiation (Figure 4.10b). Net radiation is on aver-
age negative everywhere on the ice sheet, implying that the heat loss by LWnet is larger than
the absorption of solar radiation. This heat loss decreases sharply to zero close to the ice sheet
margin, where the relatively smaller heat loss due to LW is compensated by the increased SW
absorption due to the low albedo. Observations by Van den Broeke et al. [2008a] confirm
that small positive annual values can occur at 6 km from the ice margin, while small negative
values are observed in the higher ablation and percolation zone, in very good agreement with
Figure 4.10b. The net radiative cooling has to be compensated by the subsurface heat flux
and, in particular, turbulent heat fluxes.

Turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat

The turbulent scales of momentum u∗, moisture q∗ and heat θ∗ are computed to provide
insight in the relative contributions of the wind, humidity and temperature near-surface gra-
dients to the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes, SHF and LHF (Equation 4.8). The spatial
distribution of θ∗ (Figure 4.11a) shows similarities (albeit reversed) with potential tempera-
ture (Figure 4.5a) and surface temperature deficit (Figure 4.6b). Positive/negative θ∗ means
that the SL is on average stably/unstably stratified. The radiative cooling of the surface en-
forces positive θ∗ values and a stable ABL over the ice sheet interior. Negative θ∗ are found
over the ocean, where convection occurs when cold air is transported over the warm ocean
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Figure 4.11: A) Annual mean turbulent temperature scale θ∗ [K], b) turbulent humidity scale q∗
[g kg−1], and c) friction velocity u∗ [m s−1] over the period 1958-2008.
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Figure 4.12: A) Annual mean surface sensible heat flux SHF [W m−2], and b) surface latent heat flux
LHF [W m−2] over period 1958-2008.

water. The warm sea water of the North Atlantic Drift to the south of Greenland allows the
surface temperature to rise above the temperature of the overlying atmosphere.

Figure 4.11b shows that annual mean q∗ decreases and becomes negative towards the ice
sheet margins, signifying sublimation/evaporation. In the dry snow zone, q∗ remains positive
throughout the year, an indication for net deposition. Below 2000 m elevation, the surface-
to-air specific humidity gradient is very small in winter in response to the low temperatures.
In spring and summer, the surface is heated, but not yet melting, leading to strongly negative
values for q∗ implying sublimation. Here, the magnitude of q∗ is much larger in summer than
in winter resulting in negative values on an annual basis.

The spatial distribution of u∗ (Figure 4.11c) qualitatively follows the 10 m wind speed (Figure
4.2a). The increasing surface roughness towards the margins enhances u∗. These high values
along the margins are necessary to maintain mechanical generation of turbulence in the stably
stratified ABL [Van den Broeke et al., 2008c].

In the ice sheet interior, the relatively large values of θ∗ coincide with low friction velocities,
leading to a rather homogeneous distribution of SHF (∼ u∗θ∗) as seen in Figure 4.12a. The
positive SHF values indicate cooling of the ABL and heating of the surface. The annual
SHF increases towards the margins to maximum values of +38 W m−2 at about 50 km from
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the ice edge, except for the southeastern part of the ice sheet. This enhancement can be
ascribed mostly to the positive coupling between u∗ and θ∗. Strong radiative cooling leads
to large θ∗, which through katabatic forcing enhances u∗, leading to large values of SHF
as long as the radiative cooling is maintained. The decreasing SHF at the ice edge is the
result of the deceleration of the katabatic winds, as found in the northern and western parts
of Greenland. Over the ice sheet, SHF almost fully compensates the radiative heat loss.
Over the surrounding oceans, negative values for SHF are found, because on average cold
air flows over a relatively warm sea surface. An exception is the area with seasonal sea ice
cover, which insulates the warm ocean from the atmosphere and experiences net warming by
SHF .

Over the ice sheet, the magnitude of LHF (∼ u∗q∗) is much smaller than SHF (Figure 4.12b).
Deposition (LHF > 0) dominates in the interior of the GrIS, while sublimation (LHF < 0)
prevails in the ablation and percolation zone. This pattern can be ascribed to q∗. Deposition
occurs at elevations over 2000 m throughout the year and is associated with the strong surface
temperature inversions due to radiative cooling. Relatively strong sublimation occurs at lower
altitudes, especially in spring when the snow is not melting.

The modeled LHF agrees well with the sublimation map based on GC-net observations along
or above the equilibrium line altitude [Box and Steffen, 2001], except for the southwestern
lower ablation zone where the modelled LHF decreases close to the ice edge. Here, sublima-
tion changes regularly into deposition in summer as a result of fixed Ts during melt. These
summer reversals occur less frequently with increasing elevation, and here sublimation dom-
inates in summer. This model result agrees with AWS observations made in the southwestern
ablation zone by Van den Broeke et al. [2008c]. The summertime sublimation (∼-10 W m−2

for July) in the percolation zone absorbs part of the energy that would otherwise be available
for melting. This implies that despite its relatively small magnitude LHF plays an important
role in maintaining the ice sheet, as was already suggested by Henneken et al. [1994].

Melt energy and subsurface heat flux

Figure 4.13 shows the 1958-2008 maps for the annual mean subsurface heat flux, Gs and melt
energy, M. They depict similar patterns over the ice sheet, nevertheless the energy available
for melt is a magnitude larger than it is for Gs. The heat gain from the lower snow/firn/ice
layers towards the surface increases from near zero in the dry snow zone to +4.5 W m−2

at the margins. In the percolation zone, Gs is mostly positive during summer, because of
the heat release in the snow pack due to refreezing of melt water. Closer to the ice edge in
western Greenland, the mean Gs is found to slightly decrease. In these areas, Gs is small in
summer, because the upper ice layers become isothermal due to the continuous melting. This
feature is confirmed by measurements along the K-transect by Van den Broeke et al. [2008b].
In winter, the surface is everywhere colder than the underlying snow, resulting in a negative
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Figure 4.13: A) Mean annual subsurface heat flux Gs [W m−2], and b) melt energy M [W m−2].

Gs (not shown). Only in areas without significant M, does the annual average of Gs become
zero.

There is an obvious correlation between the amount of melt M and the values of surface
albedo α (Figure 4.8a). Low values of α coincide with a large M, because a darker surface
absorbs more solar radiation, which becomes available for melting once the surface temper-
ature is at the melting point. In turn, this melting lowers α further until the bare glacier ice
is at the surface, inducing the onset of a positive feedback mechanism that lasts until the first
snowfall event increases the albedo. Konzelmann and Braithwaite [1995] found the same cor-
relation based on observations of the daily ablation and the estimated albedo at ETH Camp
in the western ablation zone.

4.4 Summary and conclusions

A 51-year simulation (1958-2008) of the climate of the GrIS and its immediate surroundings
has been performed with the regional atmospheric climate model RACMO2/GR at 11 km
resolution, driven by ERA-40 and ECMWF operational analyses at the lateral boundaries and
sea surface. A detailed analysis of the model simulated near-surface climate (temperature,
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wind, humidity, atmospheric and surface properties, and SEB) averaged over this period is
presented in this chapter.

Key factors determining the near-surface temperature are elevation, latitude, cloud cover,
large scale heat advection, and the occurrence of melt. As a result, the lowest annual temper-
atures are found at the higher elevations north of Summit. The ice sheet surface temperature
deficit is caused by a negative net radiation, which is mainly balanced by a downward sen-
sible heat flux. As a result, the ABL cools and cold air flows away from the interior of the
ice sheet as persistent katabatic flows that are directed towards the ice sheet margins. On the
GrIS, the largest wind speeds are found in the northeast, where radiative cooling is largest due
to low cloud cover. Moreover, the concave surface and a synoptic pressure gradient favorable
for advection of cold air keep the air cold, further enhancing the katabatic forcing. Near the
top of the ice sheet in absence of katabatic forcing, the large scale pressure gradient force is
the dominant factor controlling the near-surface wind field.

In the ablation zone, the net radiation increases due to enhanced solar radiation absorption
by the darker surface. Due to strong vertical mixing by the katabatic winds, the SHF is
large enough to compensate most of the radiative heat loss. Sublimation is enhanced at the
margins as a result of the higher temperatures. As soon as the snow/firn/ice surface reaches
the melting point, the remaining energy at the surface is available for melt.

In summary, the GrIS has a large spatial variability in near-surface climate parameters. In the
next chapter, we investigate how the near-surface climate has changed over the past 50 years.
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CHAPTER 5

Recent warming in Greenland: a study with a
regional atmospheric climate model

5.1 Introduction

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) contains enough water to cause a rise in global average sea
level of ≈7.0 m if the ice were to melt completely [Gregory et al., 2004]. Various analyses
based on observations suggest a recent overall mass loss of the GrIS. Different estimates
of volume loss range from 80 km3 yr−1 in 1997-2003 based on airborne and satellite laser-
altimetry data [Krabill et al., 2000; 2004; Thomas et al., 2006], to 111-248 km3 yr−1 from
analyses of Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite data over the period
2002-2006 [Chen et al., 2006; Luthcke et al., 2006; Ramillien et al., 2006; Velicogna and
Wahr, 2006; Wouters et al., 2008], and 90-220 km3 yr−1 using satellite radar inferometry
since 1996 [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006]. To assess the present and future mass balance
of the GrIS more accurately, understanding of its present climate variability is imperative.

Altimetry data [Johannessen et al., 2005; Zwally et al., 2005] suggest that the GrIS interior
has gained mass above 2000 m elevation from 1992 to 2003/4, which may be attributed
to increased inland moisture transport due to enhanced evaporation over the ocean and/or
shifting storm tracks [Hanna et al., 2006], but these radar data are now questioned [Thomas
et al., 2008]. Recent velocity changes in some Greenland outlet glaciers appear to be caused
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by a connection between surface meltwater production and velocity of grounded [Zwally
et al., 2002; Van de Wal et al., 2008] and floating ice [Thomas et al., 2003; Howat et al.,
2005]. Although the exact mechanism of this interaction is yet to be determined, assessing
the present and future meltwater production appears crucial to understand the behaviour of
the ice sheet.

The meltwater production is strongly correlated to the GrIS summer 2 m temperature T2m

[Olesen and Braithwaite, 1989; Ohmura, 2001; Fettweis et al., 2007]. Models indicate that
an annual or summer temperature rise of 1◦C on the GrIS will increase the ice melt by 20-50%
[Oerlemans, 1991; Janssens and Huybrechts, 2000; Hanna et al., 2005]. The reason for this
strong correlation is that T2m is linked to the incoming longwave radiation and the sensible
heat flux, both important energy sources for melt in the ablation zone [Ohmura, 2001; Van
den Broeke et al., 2008b]. Moreover, katabatic forcing is coupled to T2m above a melting
surface, further enhancing turbulent heat exchange [Oerlemans and Grisogono, 2002]. The
mean summer T2m along the edge of the ice sheet presently reaches a few degrees above
freezing (see Chapter 4). Therefore, the present-day mass balance of the marginal zones of
the GrIS is critically sensitive to warming.

There is general consensus about the fact that the GrIS has been warming recently. However,
the magnitude and significance of the temperature rise remain under discussion, because long-
term observations (> 20 years) are limited to a few locations along the ice sheet margin and
difficult to interpret in view of the large interannual variability in temperature (1.8◦C, Box
et al. [2009]). Hanna and Cappelen [2003] found a significant cooling trend (-1.3◦C over
1958-2001) for eight locations in coastal southern Greenland, with a small temperature rise
starting in the mid-late 1990s. Hanna et al. [2008] showed a significant warming in summer
of 1.7◦C, and annually of 0.9◦C for 1991-2006 based on an extended data set from Hanna
and Cappelen [2003]. Based on instrumental temperature records from 24 coastal and three
ice sheet locations, Box [2002] observed a significant warming between 1.0 and 4.1◦C over
1991-2001, concentrated in winter.

Meteorological observations on the ice sheet are sparsely distributed and their time series
are limited to the past 15 years. Regional climate models (RCM) provide the opportunity to
physically interpolate the time-space gap by simulating the evolution of the GrIS atmosphere
over longer periods. Box et al. [2009] showed an annual increase in the GrIS temperature of
1.8◦C (0.1◦C yr−1) between 1994 and 2007 by combining meteorological station data and an
RCM. Fettweis [2007] found a GrIS temperature rise of 2.4◦C (0.09 ± 0.04◦C yr−1) at the
surface since 1979, using solely an RCM for the GrIS.

Much of the observed variability in GrIS T2m is linked to seasonal variations in Arctic atmo-
spheric circulation intensity, sea ice extent, and large volcanic events [Box, 2002]. A strong
anticorrelation exists between observed temperature at coastal stations [Hanna and Cappe-
len, 2003; Chylek et al., 2004; Chylek and Lohmann, 2005] and the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), an oscillation in the strength of the Icelandic Low and the Azores high surface pres-
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sure systems [Hurrell, 1995]. Similarly, most of the changes in sea surface temperature (SST)
and sea ice extent in the North Atlantic appear to be related to changes in the NAO [Hurrell
et al., 2003].

Here, we analyze the interannual variability and recent changes (1958-2008) in GrIS T2m as
simulated by the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model version 2.1 (RACMO2/GR) at 11
kilometer resolution. This model has been validated for the GrIS in [Ettema et al., 2009] and
Chapter 3. The simulated values of T2m correlate well (R = 0.97) with the observations along
the coastline and on the ice sheet, with a slight model underestimation (bias of -0.82◦C av-
eraged over 71 locations) at mainly coastal locations. This model temperature bias is caused
by an underestimation of the downwelling longwave radiation, partly compensated by over-
estimated downward sensible heat [Van de Berg et al., 2007].

At its lateral boundaries, RACMO2/GR is forced by ERA-40 data (ECMWF Re-Analysis,
1 September 1957-1 September 2002) and ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts) operational analyses afterwards. The suitability of using operational anal-
yses as forcing for regional models has been questioned, because they are by definition not
consistent in time due to continuous improvements of the model system. Therefore, we
performed an additional model simulation for the period 1989-2006 using the more recent
re-analysis ERA-Interim [Simmons et al., 2006], which is continuous in recent years.

The influence of using ERA-Interim on the modeled T2m is discussed in Section 5.2. Recent
changes in near-surface temperature over the GrIS and its surrounding tundra and oceans are
discussed in Section 5.3. To better understand the possible feedback between the snow/firn/ice
conditions and atmosphere, the changes in the surface energy balance are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4. Possible links with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) are explored in Section
5.5, followed by a summary in Section 5.6.

5.2 Sensitivity to lateral forcing

For the 51-year simulation (1958-2008), RACMO2/GR is forced at the lateral boundaries
by a combination of ERA-40 and operational analyses (CTL). A second model simulation
uses the newer ERA-Interim data set (ERAIN) that starts on 1 January 1989 and ends on 31
December 2006. This 18-year simulation is initialized with meteorological and snow model
fields from the CTL simulation at that day. ERA-Interim is said to benefit from several sub-
sequent developments of the ECMWF forecasting system, some of them in direct response to
the problems experienced in ERA-40. These improvements include a new humidity analysis,
improved model physics, direct assimilation of SSM/I radiances, more selective use of HIRS
(High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder) radiances, variational bias correction and the
use of 4D-var data assimilation instead of 3D-var. The ERA-Interim atmospheric and re-
analysis system uses cycle 31r2 of ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System that is configured
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Figure 5.1: Time series of the GrIS mean annual 2 m temperature [◦C] from two simulations (CTL,
solid black, and ERAIN, dashed black line) and the temperature at 500-hPa level (grey solid line).
Linear T2m trends since 1990 are included for both simulations.

Figure 5.2: Difference in annual mean 2m temperature [◦C] between CTL and ERAIN averaged over
1989-2006.
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for 60 levels in the vertical and a reduced Gaussian grid with approximately uniform 79 km
(T255) spacing for surface and other grid-point fields [Simmons et al., 2006].

Figure 5.1 shows that the annual GrIS T2m of ERAIN is about 0.5◦C higher in the earlier years
(1989-1996). Hereafter, the difference between the two simulations diminishes and becomes
less than 0.1◦C. The average difference is -0.13◦C over 18 years. Because of this difference,
the warming trend over the period 1990-2006 in the ERAIN run is slightly lower (+0.15 ±
0.03◦C yr−1) than in the CTL run (+0.17 ± 0.03◦C yr−1). Generally, the differences are
small.

The difference in T2m between the CTL and ERAIN runs (averaged over 1989-2006) is rather
uniformly distributed over the ice sheet (Figure 5.2). The difference over the GrIS ranges
from -0.57◦C along the northern margins to 0.08◦C in the southeast. Larger biases are found
over the oceans adjacent to Greenland, where the SST, sea ice extent and concentration are
prescribed every 6 hours. As the differences are largest over seasonally sea ice covered areas,
we speculate that differences in sea ice cover explain most of these temperature differences.
The impact of sea ice cover on the lower atmosphere of the adjacent ice margins and tundra
is small, and the associated temperature differences are restricted to the ocean.

We conclude that RACMO2/GR performs very similar with forcings either from ERA-Interim
analyses or ERA-40 followed by operational analyses. This, together with the fact that
RACMO2/GR uses very similar physics as was used to produce both re-analysis data sets,
justifies the use of the CTL simulation (1958-2008) for trend analysis.

5.3 Recent Greenland warming

In the period 1959-2008, the last decade, 1999-2008, was the warmest for the GrIS (Fig-
ure 5.1) with an average T2m of -20.6◦C, 0.6◦C warmer than the second warmest decade
1959-1968 (-21.9◦C). Over the three decades 1968-1999, T2m was rather constant, in agree-
ment with earlier findings of Box et al. [2009]. Compared to the other relatively warm
decade (1959-1968), 1999-2008 has a smaller interannual variability (σ = 0.50◦C versus σ =
0.88◦C). The cause for this change in temporal temperature variability is presently unknown.

Considering the period 1958-2008, the interannual variability in the annual mean temperature
is 1.0◦C yr−1, substantially smaller than the 1.8◦C Box et al. [2009] found for the period
1840-2007. Analyzing the individual seasons, the largest variability occurs in winter (DJF,
σ = 2.3◦C yr−1) followed by spring (MAM) and autumn (SON) (σ = 1.6 and 1.5◦C yr−1,
respectively). The small variability in summer (JJA) T2m (σ = 0.9◦C yr−1) is a direct result
of damping of the temperature signal by the melting snow and ice surface. The correlation
between the seasons is largest for DJF and MAM with R = 0.49, whereas all other correlations
vary between -0.11 and 0.27. Similar correlation values are found for the individual months,
implying the weather conditions change on time scales shorter than 30 days.
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5. Temporal variability and trends

Figure 5.3: Interannual variability in annual mean 2 m temperature [◦C] over 1958-2008.

Figure 5.4: Time series of the GrIS annual, winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA) and autumn
(SON) 2 m temperature anomaly [◦C] with respect to the 1961-1990 climatological mean.
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5.3. Recent Greenland warming

The largest variability in annual mean T2m (1.3◦C) is found in the interior of the ice sheet
(Figure 5.3), decreasing towards the ice margins. The variability is smaller on the eastern side
than on the western side of the ice sheet, with a minimum of ≈0.6◦C at the lower margins in
the southeast. Here, milder winters reduce the annual variability, bearing in mind that large
interannual variability is most evident in winter. The variability over the Greenland Sea, east
of Greenland, is twice the variability over the ice sheet probably due to the large interannual
variability in sea ice extent.

The coldest year in the period 1958-2008 was 1983 with an annual mean GrIS T2m of -
26.5◦C, 2.1σ below the climatological mean, defined here as the mean temperature over the
period 1961-1990. We have chosen this 30-year period, because it precedes the period with
largest changes. Figure 5.4 shows the annual and seasonal temperature deviations from the
climatological mean. All four seasons of 1983 were unusually cold, probably as result of the
eruption of El Chichón. The second coldest year was 1971, which had a mean temperature
only 0.2◦C higher than 1983, mainly caused by a warmer than normal summer. With a T2m

of -19.6◦C, 2.7σ above normal, 1960 was the warmest year, characterized by the second
warmest autumn and an unusually warm winter, as confirmed by observations [Box, 2002].
The second warmest year was 2003 (-19.9◦C) closely followed by 2005 (-20.0◦C). In 2005,
the warmest spring over the period 1958-2008 led to the high T2m, whereas in 2003 none of
the seasons was exceptionally warm, but all were warmer than normal.

An overall cooling trend between 1958 and 1990 (-0.05± 0.01◦C yr−1) is followed by a pro-
nounced warming since the early 1990s as also found by Box [2002]; Hanna et al. [2008] and
Box et al. [2009]. The early cooling trend is statistically significant and concentrated in the in-
terior in winter, consistent with the results of Hanna and Cappelen [2003]. During the recent
period of warming (1990-2008), the increase in T2m (+0.13 ± 0.03◦C yr−1) can be explained
by significant trends for MAM (+0.20 ± 0.06◦C yr−1) and JJA (+0.12 ± 0.03◦C yr−1). The
large interannual variability lowers the significance of the DJF trend (+0.15 ± 0.09◦C yr−1).
The eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1992 has no impact on trends over the period 1990-
2008. From 1996 onwards, all seasons have been anomalously warm except for the winter of
2007/2008 (Figure 5.4). Analysis of the cumulative T2m deviation from the norm displayed
in Figure 5.5 clearly shows that the increase over the period 1990-2008 (slope = 0.93) is
stronger than that in 1958-1970 (slope = 0.53).

The recent warming of the GrIS as modeled by RACMO2/GR agrees with atmosphere-ocean
general circulation models [Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006], regional climate models [Fet-
tweis, 2007; Box et al., 2009], observed temperature records [Box, 2002; Hanna et al., 2009],
and satellite observations [Hall et al., 2008]. Our modeled summer warming is more mod-
erate than that found by Hall et al. [2008] using the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spec-
troradiometer (MODIS). Their higher trend over the period 2000-2006 (+0.27 versus +0.09
◦C yr−1 by RACMO2/GR) can be explained by the fact that they studied the ’clear-sky’ sur-
face temperature and by the relative short length of the MODIS record (6 years) that makes
these trends very sensitive to individual values in the time series. The findings of Hanna et al.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative deviation of annual mean T2m [◦C] and melt energy [W m−2] from normal
(1961-1990).

[2008] for the summer GrIS temperatures (+0.11◦C yr−1 for 1991-2006) is more in line with
our findings of +0.14◦C yr−1 for the same period.

The spatial distribution of the seasonal trends (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) in modeled T2m for
the recent period of warming (1990-2008) is shown in Figure 5.6. The GrIS spring and sum-
mer temperatures show a significant increase over the entire ice sheet with most pronounced
warming above 1500 m elevation (up to 0.25◦C yr−1 for MAM and 0.17◦C yr−1 for JJA). In
the lower regions with prolonged, continuous summer melting, T2m trends are reduced by the
damping effect of the 0◦C surface temperature. The autumn temperature trend is mixed: a
significant warming is observed in the north and northeast, while a small insignificant cooling
is found over the central and southeastern parts of the ice sheet. Due to the large DJF variabil-
ity and the relatively small number of years, the winter trend is only statistically significant
(> 0.95) in the north and adjacent tundra, where the largest winter warming is found. For
these regions, the DJF increase in T2m exceeds 3◦C over the last 19 years.

The regional distribution of the overall warming over the ice sheet is consistent with the
findings of Box [2002] and Fettweis [2007]. However, Hanna et al. [2008] found a small,
insignificant decrease (-0.3◦C for 1987-2005) in summer temperature, using reprocessed ob-
servational time series (1987-2005) from Summit. Over the same period, RACMO2/GR
shows a significant increase of +1.5◦C for Summit and no cooling of the interior. This is
in line with the warming of 1.1◦C for Summit over the period 1991-2002 as found by Box
[2002], also based on observations.

The northern tundra has experienced statistically significant warming for every season since
the 1990s, likely due to earlier removal of the seasonal snow cover and the advection of
warmer air. Over the same period 1990-2008, a significant cooling/warming pattern occurs
over oceans adjacent to the Greenland coast, with the largest trends near the sea ice margins
(see Chapter 4, Figure 4.4). In winter and spring, a clear di-pole develops with warming
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5.3. Recent Greenland warming

Figure 5.6: Linear trend in T2m [◦C yr−1] over 1990-2008 for seasons a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d)
SON. Shaded areas indicate that the significance/confidence level < 95%.
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5. Temporal variability and trends

Table 5.1: Mean seasonal and annual Greenland ice sheet linear correlation coefficient between the 2
m temperature and components of the surface energy balance for the periods 1958-2008.

MAM JJA SON DJF annual monthly

LW ↓ 0.95 0.84 0.97 0.98 0.93 0.99
SWnet -0.38 0.47 -0.22 -0.20 0.30 0.88
M 0.38 0.90 0.55 -0.08 0.46 0.77
SHF -0.06 0.03 -0.06 0.30 -0.10 -0.93
LHF -0.43 -0.57 0.13 0.25 -0.20 -0.88
G 0.04 -0.18 0.45 0.71 -0.13 0.49

over Baffin Bay area and cooling over the Irminger Sea. This recent warming/cooling of the
coastal and ocean ABL has been linked with seasonal anomalies in large scale atmospheric
circulation, coastal sea ice extent and volcanism [Box, 2002; Hall et al., 2008], see Section
5.5.

5.4 Surface energy balance variability

Causes for the recent GrIS warming must be sought in changes in one or more components
of the surface energy balance (SEB), which is defined as

M = SW↓ (1−α)+LW↓− εσT 4
s +SHF +LHF +Gs

= SWnet +LWnet +SHF +LHF +Gs (5.1)

where M is the melt energy, SW↓, SW↑, LW↓, LW↑ the downward and upward directed fluxes
of solar and infrared radiation, α the broadband surface albedo, ε the surface emissivity
for longwave radiation (ε = 0.98 is used in RACMO2/GR for the ice sheet), σ the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, LHF and SHF the turbulent fluxes for latent and sensible heat, and Gs

the subsurface conductive heat flux at the surface. All terms are defined as positive when
directed towards the surface.

The partitioning of the available energy at the surface directly affects the surface temperature
Ts. Over the period 1990-2008, the seasonal trend patterns of Ts and the magnitudes of the
trend are very similar to T2m (not shown). The largest surface warming is found over the
interior and the northern ice margins in all seasons, as for T2m (maximum of 0.27◦C yr−1 in
MAM just southwest of Summit). Since T2m is widely measured over the ice sheet and is
strongly coupled to Ts, T2m is used for further analysis of correlations.

In Table 5.1, the correlation coefficients between the GrIS 2 m temperature and individual
components of the SEB are given for annual and monthly averaged values and for the four
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Figure 5.7: Scatter diagram of annual (black) and monthly (grey) a) LW↓, and b) melt energy, both in
[W/m2] with GrIS mean 2 m temperature [◦C].

Figure 5.8: Regression slope between annual melt energy and JJA 2m temperature [W m−2 ◦C−1] over
1958-2008.
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seasons. Because of the direct coupling of the emitted longwave radiation LW↑ and T2m,
only downwelling longwave radiation LW↓ is presented. The GrIS T2m is well correlated to
LW↓ (annual and seasonal correlation > 0.8). The correlation with SWnet is lower, because
the asymmetric behavior of the surface albedo over a year leads to more absorption of solar
radiation in spring compared to autumn. The summer T2m is significantly correlated to LHF ,
SWnet and M. The GrIS T2m correlation with SHF is small except for monthly values that
show an anti-correlation (R = -0.93). The individual monthly correlation coefficients between
T2m and SHF change sign over the ice sheet, which results in a reduced annual or seasonal
signal. The T2m correlation with the subsurface heat flux is not significant for either annual,
seasonal or monthly values, except for winter.

In Figure 5.7a and b, the monthly and annual melt energy and LW↓ are plotted as function of
T2m. As expected, T2m correlates linearly with LW↓ on a monthly basis (R = 0.99) and slightly
less for annual values (R = 0.93); an increase of 3.6 W m−2 in LW↓ implies an increase in
T2m of 1◦C. For M, T2m shows an exponential correlation (R = 0.97, if M < 0.5 W m−2 is
disregarded) with no melt occurring as long as T2m remains below -20◦C. This exponential
correlation suggests that a small temperature increase during the warm summer months could
result in large increase of surface melt and of the area exposed to melt on the GrIS. Figure 5.8
shows that the slope of the linear fit between annual averaged melt and JJA T2m is strongest
(7.5 W m−2 per ◦C) along the lower margins, where the surface temperature is limited to 0◦C
during summer and most melt takes place.

Figure 5.9 shows time series of the normalized SEB components defined as deviations from
the mean (1958-2008) divided by standard deviation. Plotting normalized values implies that
their sum (Equation 5.1) is not necessarily equal to zero. As a result of the strong coupling
between T2m and LW↓, their behavior in time is very similar. The recent warming coincides
with an increase in LW↓ (2.5σ = 8.8 W m−2 over 1990-2008). Also spatially, the recent
seasonal changes in LW↓ correlate strongly with warming/cooling at 2 m height. The strongest
increase in longwave radiative forcing is found in spring with values over 1.6 W m−2 yr−1

for most of the ice sheet. In the interior, the maximum summer trend in LW↓ is about 0.95
W m−2 yr−1. This would correspond to a local surface temperature change of ≈5◦C over the
period 1990-2008.

Possible causes for LW↓ trends are changes in atmospheric liquid water and ice in the ABL
(clouds) and/or atmospheric temperature and/or humidity. The interannual variability in total
cloud cover is an order of magnitude larger than the trend over the period 1990-2008, so that
the significance is reduced to below 0.95 for most of the time. The only statistically significant
trends in total cloud cover were found in spring (Figure 5.10a), when a reduction of clouds
appears over the high interior (-0.005 per year) and over the northern margins of the GrIS
(-0.009 per year). This implies that a general warming of the atmosphere over Greenland
has to be responsible for the changes in LW↓, confirmed by time series of the temperature at
500 hPa, T500hPa (grey line in Figure 5.1). Although the variability of T500hPa is smaller (σ =
0.64◦C versus 0.96◦C) than that of T2m, the warming of the upper air by 0.09 ± 0.02◦C yr−1
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Figure 5.9: Time series (1958-2008) of normalized components, defined as deviation from the mean
(1958-2008) normalized by the standard deviation, of the SEB, a) net solar (black), net longwave (dark
grey) and incoming longwave radiation (light grey), b) sensible (grey) and latent (black) turbulent heat
fluxes, and c) subsurface heat flux (grey) and melt energy (black) [W m−2].
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5. Temporal variability and trends

Figure 5.10: Linear trend over 1990-2008 for a) MAM total cloud cover [yr−1], b) JJA absorbed
solar radiation [W m−2 yr−1], and c) JJA surface albedo [yr−1]. Shaded areas indicate that the signifi-
cance/confidence level < 95%.
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5.4. Surface energy balance variability

Figure 5.11: Linear trend over 1990-2008 for a) JJA sensible heat flux [W m−2 yr−1], and b) JJA latent
heat flux [W m−2 yr−1]. Shaded areas indicate that the significance/confidence level < 95%.

Figure 5.12: Linear trend over 1990-2008 for a) JJA melt energy, and b) annual subsurface heat flux
[W m−2 yr−1]. Shaded areas indicate that the significance/confidence level < 95%.
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5. Temporal variability and trends

is comparable to the increase of T2m (+0.13 ± 0.03◦C yr−1).

Over the last 20 years, the positive trend of 0.07± 0.03 W m−2 yr−1 in the annual mean GrIS
net shortwave radiation SWnet is statistically significant (Figure 5.9a). In summer, the SWnet

trend is most pronounced: 0.26± 0.11 W m−2 yr−1 over the period 1990-2008. Figure 5.10b
shows that the summertime enhancement in SWnet is limited to the northern ablation zone,
the tundra surrounding the ice sheet and some ocean regions. Local positive trends of up to 2
W m−2 are found to represent a warming of 11◦C over the last 19 years if Ts were to balance
the altered energy input. Since no change occurred in the incoming shortwave radiation since
1990, the SWnet increase has to be due to a decrease of the summertime surface albedo (Figure
5.10c). Albedo changes may be caused by the wetting of snow, because of more surface melt,
more rainfall, or a thinner layer of winter snow that is melted away earlier in the melt season.
Over the tundra, albedo reduction is associated with an earlier surfacing of dark tundra surface
(α ≈ 0.2), due to earlier snowmelt in spring. The same is valid for the lower ablation zone
and the surfacing of relatively dark glacier ice (α = 0.5). In the lower accumulation zone, the
longer and more pronounced melting of snow causes the large reduction of α in summer over
the period 1990-2008.

Since 1990, the annual mean turbulent heat fluxes SHF and LHF did not change significantly
(Figure 5.9b). However, the summer SHF has become significantly more positive over the
ablation zone in the west and north (Figure 5.11a). This represents enhanced cooling of the
ABL air and more heating/melting of the surface. LHF shows no significant change over
the GrIS, but its changes are concentrated over the ocean and associated with sea ice cover
changes (Figure 5.11b).

Because LW↓, SWnet and SHF increase during summer, an increased amount of energy is
available at the surface for melting since 1990 (Figure 5.9c). The enhanced melting is found
over both the ablation and the percolation zone (Figure 5.12a), and bears large resemblance
with the reduction in α . In the higher percolation zone, this enhanced amount of melt water
refreezes in the snow/firn pack, releasing heat that results in an significant increase in Gs

(Figure 5.12b). In the lower ablation zone, M increases with 2.3σ , which is equivalent to
1.5 W m−2 with σ = 0.64 W m−2. Here, the decrease in Gs is not statistically significant.
Analysis of the cumulative M deviations from the normal (1961-1990) indicates that the
recent increase in melt is well outside the range of the period 1958-1990 (Figure 5.5). The
onset of the increase in melt coincides with increasing temperatures over the GrIS.

5.5 General atmospheric circulation

The temperature variability observed at synoptic stations around Greenland is strongly linked
to changes in the Arctic atmospheric circulation [Box, 2002; Chylek et al., 2004]. The sea-
sonal and interannual variability of sea level pressure over the North Atlantic is dominated
by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). To characterize the mode and strength of the NAO,
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Figure 5.13: NAO index correlated to mean surface pressure over GrIS (hPa, grey dots), and to GrIS
T2m (◦C, black squares).

Figure 5.14: Linear correlation slope between annual NAO index and mean surface pressure
[hPa/NAO] over period 1958-2008
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5. Temporal variability and trends

Figure 5.15: Linear correlation slope between NAO index and the 2 m GrIS temperature [◦C NAO−1]
averaged over 1958-2008 for seasons a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. Shaded areas indicate that
the significance/confidence level < 95%.
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an index is calculated as the normalized surface pressure difference between Iceland and the
Azores [Jones et al., 1997; Osborn and Briffa, 2006]. A positive NAO index represents a
stronger than usual Azores high pressure centre and/or a deeper than normal Icelandic Low.
As a result, stronger northerly winds occur over Greenland, carrying cold and dry air south-
ward. When the NAO index is negative, the location of the Icelandic Low favours warm air
advection along the southwest coast of Greenland. Hence, the variability of the NAO has a
potentially large impact on the climate of the GrIS.

Here we use the NAO index of the Climate Research Unit (CRU) [http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/],
which is based on the measured difference of normalized sea level pressure (SLP) between
Ponta Delgada, Azores and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik, Iceland since 1865. As expected, the
annual mean surface pressure over the GrIS is strongly anti-correlated to the NAO index (R
= -0.69, Figure 5.13). The dependency is strongest along the southeast coast of Greenland,
decreasing northwestward as shown in Figure 5.14. The surface pressure over Baffin Bay (to
the west of Greenland) is least sensitive to the NAO index. Everywhere in the domain, the
anti-correlation is statistically significant.

For the upper atmosphere, the annual mean geopotential height and temperature of the 500-
hPa level is also anti-correlated to the NAO index (R = -0.70 and R = -0.54, respectively).
Closer to the surface, the annual mean GrIS T2m and the NAO index are also anti-correlated (R
= -0.52, Figure 5.13). The correlation between air temperature and the NAO index is largest
in winter (R = -0.72, over the period 1958-2008). This anti-correlation is consistent with the
majority of published results that point towards the importance of the NAO for influencing
winter climate, when the atmosphere is most dynamic and perturbations grow to their largest
amplitudes [Hurrell, 1995; Johannessen et al., 2005; Fettweis, 2007].

Figure 5.15 shows that during every season T2m over the GrIS is anti-correlated to the NAO
index, as was already pointed out by Chylek et al. [2004]. The strongest correlation is found
in the interior and the south(west)ern ice sheet. This can be explained by the significant
changes in surface pressure that are associated with switches in the NAO index. When the
NAO index is positive/negative, the surface pressure in the Icelandic Low is lower/higher and
stronger northerly/southerly winds carry cold/warm air towards the ice sheet. In summer, the
correlation between the NAO and T2m is not significant in the northeastern part of the ice
sheet as was already found by Chylek and Lohmann [2005] and Fettweis [2007]. Here, the
temperature changes are dominated by changing surface and lower atmospheric conditions
rather than by large scale circulation variability.

Over the coastal waters of Greenland, winter T2m is strongly correlated to the NAO, because
of the strong correlation between the NAO index and local sea ice cover (Figure 5.16a).
The highest positive correlation with the NAO is found just west of the Greenland coast
at 67◦N and the strongest anti-correlation is at about 200 km east of Greenland at 74◦N.
A positive/negative phase of the NAO associated with a deeper/shallower Icelandic Low,
allows the Labrador Sea ice boundary to extend further south/north and the Greenland Sea
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5. Temporal variability and trends

Figure 5.16: A) Correlation between NAO index and sea ice extent for DJF over 1958-2008, and b) lin-
ear trend in DJF sea ice extent [yr−1] over 1990-2008. Shaded areas represent significance/confidence
levels < 95%.

ice boundary to extend north/south of its climatological mean extent, since sea ice transport
in these narrow transport channels is mainly driven by wind [Scorer, 1988; Hurrell et al.,
2003]. Since sea ice insulates the atmosphere from the warm ocean water, it induces lower
local near-surface air temperatures. During the other seasons, T2m over coastal waters around
Greenland is generally uncorrelated to the NAO index.

Since 1990, the annual NAO index significantly decreased by -0.06 ± 0.02 per year, imply-
ing more warm air advection towards the ice sheet. A comparison of state-of-the-art climate
models [Rauthe et al., 2004] suggests that the NAO index sensitivity to greenhouse-gas ra-
diative forcing is relatively low, which implies that the recent downward trend of the NAO
is caused by natural climate variability. This annual downward trend can be explained by a
strong decrease in summer NAO (-0.13± 0.03), while the other seasons exhibit no significant
change in the NAO index. Due to the strong anti-correlation between the summer T2m and
NAO index (R = -0.66 for 1990-2008) the recent summer warming of the GrIS could be a
mixed response to recent changes in summer atmospheric circulation patterns as expressed in
the NAO and global warming.

The recent winter cooling of the lower atmosphere over the sea area adjacent to east Green-
land in the southeast is consistent with a significant increase in sea ice cover (Figure 5.16b).
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The correlation and similarity between the trend patterns in sea ice and T2m confirms the local
coupling between sea ice variations and heat exchange between the ABL and the ocean [Box,
2002; Wu et al., 2004]. The recent trend in sea ice cover at either side of Greenland can not
be explained by a change in the DJF NAO index. Hilmer and Jung [2000] stated that the
correlation between ice export through Fram Strait and the NAO is non-stationary, because
the ice transport is sensitive to the northerly wind component that slightly shifts in the spatial
pattern of the NAO in time [Hurrell and Deser, 2009].

5.6 Summary and conclusions

We use evaluated model output of a 51-year simulation of the Greenland climate with
RACMO2/GR, to asses the significance of the recent warming of the GrIS, and relate it to
trends in the surface and lower atmospheric conditions and large scale atmospheric circula-
tion through the NAO. Since the 1990s, the near-surface air temperature over the ice sheet has
increased significantly by +2.5◦C. The use of ERA-Iterim as lateral forcing to the RCM low-
ers this positive trend by 0.4◦C due to slightly higher temperatures simulated for the period
1990-1996. Most of the warming is found during winter and spring. In spring, the warming
occurs everywhere over the ice sheet with the largest trends seen over the interior, whereas
the winter warming is largest close to the northern ice margins.

The surface temperature is strongly correlated to downwelling longwave radiation LW↓, and to
a lesser extent to net solar radiation. LW↓ has increased for every season since 1990, but only
significantly so for winter and spring. This positive trend in LW↓ is mainly explained by the
warming of the atmosphere rather than by an increase in cloud cover. In the ablation zone, the
summer net solar radiation has increased, because the surface albedo has decreased, indicative
of glacier ice surfacing earlier in the melt season. In summer, higher air temperatures lead
to enhanced surface melting through the positive feedback mechanism between a decrease
in surface albedo and more available energy at the surface for melt (in agreement with the
conclusions of Fettweis [2007]). Due to the changing surface conditions in the melting zone,
the latent and sensible turbulent heat fluxes increased in summer, while no significant change
occurred in other areas, nor during the other seasons.

The GrIS near-surface temperature is negatively correlated to the NAO index. This corre-
lation is significant, except for the northeastern ice sheet in spring and summer. Along the
southwestern coast and in the interior, the temperature changes since 1990 are dominated
by changes in the NAO. Although the Arctic sea ice extent is decreasing, the recently neg-
ative NAO results in more sea ice transport along the southeastern coast, leading to lower
temperatures over the coastal oceans and the margins of the GrIS. Our analysis indicates
that the recent GrIS warming is due to global warming as well as to the changes in large
scale atmospheric circulation. Further in-depth analysis is needed to quantify their individual
contributions to the GrIS warming.
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CHAPTER 6

Surface mass balance of the Greenland ice
sheet: a study with a regional climate model

6.1 Introduction

With a potential sea level rise of 7.3 m, the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is the largest reservoir
of fresh water in the Northern Hemisphere [Bamber et al., 2001]. It is virtually certain that the
GrIS is currently loosing mass, but the rate at which this happens remains poorly resolved.
Recent estimates based on gravimetry [Ramillien et al., 2006; Velicogna and Wahr, 2006;
Chen et al., 2006; Luthcke et al., 2006; Wouters et al., 2008], radar/laser altimetry [Krabill
et al., 2004; Zwally et al., 2005; Slobbe et al., 2008] and radar interferometry combined with
climate modelling [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Rignot et al., 2008b] range from 75-
267 Gt yr−1 [Shepherd and Wingham, 2007]. This is equivalent to a global average sea level
rise of 0.21 - 0.74 mm yr−1, which is a significant fraction of the estimated total sea level rise
of 3.1 ± 0.7 mm yr−1 during 1993-2005 [Bindoff et al., 2007].

This chapter is partly based on: Ettema, J., M. R. van den Broeke, E. van Meijgaard, W. J. van de Berg, J.
L. Bamber, J. E. Box, and R. C. Bales (2009). Higher surface mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet revealed by
high-resolution climate modeling. Geophys. Res. Let., 36 (L12501), doi:10.1029/2009GL038110.
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6. Surface mass balance

To better quantify and predict the mass balance and freshwater discharge of the GrIS requires
improved knowledge of its surface mass balance (SMB), the annual sum of mass accumula-
tion (snowfall, rain) and ablation (sublimation, runoff). Quantifying the SMB of the GrIS is a
challenging task, because multiple interacting processes are active that are highly variable in
space and time, like rain and snowfall. Melt and runoff increase exponentially towards the ice
sheet margin, resulting in a narrow ablation zone that is less than 1 km wide in the southeast
and ≈150 km wide in the southwest [Van den Broeke et al., 2008b].

The complexity of the processes involved in combination with the steep coastal topography
dictates the use of high-resolution climate models to simulate the GrIS SMB. Global atmo-
spheric models do not yet have the resolution required to resolve the narrow GrIS ablation
zone, and statistical downscaling techniques must be applied to their output to quantify ab-
lation in Greenland [Hanna et al., 2008]. A viable alternative, and the approach followed
here, is the use of dynamical downscaling with regional climate models at high horizontal
resolution, forced at the boundaries by global models.

6.2 Methods

For this work, the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model (RACMO2/GR, Van Meijgaard et al.
[2008] and references therein) was applied over a domain that includes the GrIS and its sur-
rounding oceans and islands at unprecedented high horizontal resolution (∼11 km). Previ-
ously, RACMO2 has been successful in simulating accumulation in Antarctica [Van de Berg
et al., 2006], resulting in a basin-by-basin mass balance state of the Antarctic ice sheet [Rig-
not et al., 2008a]. For use over Greenland, RACMO2 has been coupled to a physical snow
model that treats surface albedo as function of snow/firn/ice properties, meltwater percola-
tion, retention and refreezing [Bougamont et al., 2005].

The atmospheric part of the model is forced at the lateral boundaries and the sea surface by the
global model of the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts). The
model simulation covers the period September 1957 to January 2009. For the model period
up to September 2002, data of the ERA-40 re-analysis were used [Uppala et al., 2005] and
ECMWF operational analyses after that. A more detailed description of RACMO2/GR and
the snow model is given in Chapter 2.

An estimate of the uncertainty in total GrIS SMB modeled with RACMO2/GR is based on
the method described by Van de Berg [2008], using 265 differences between modelled and
observed SMB. The error margin of a single observation is set at 5 kg m−2 yr−1 plus 15% of
the value. The error margin for the modeled value is set at 15 kg m−2 yr−1 plus 1% of the
value plus 0.0002 of the value squared, to reflect that the model is well calibrated at lower
accumulation with a minimum error of 15 kg m−2 yr−1. In the medium range, the agreement
with observations is good, so the model error is similar to that of the observations. In the high
range, where very few observations are available, the error is maximized at 30%. These error
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Table 6.1: Recent, model-based estimates of GrIS SMB components (Gt yr−1) statistically downscaled
from ERA-40 (updated from Hanna et al. [2008]), and from two regional climate models (PMM5 =
Polar MM5, updated from Box et al. [2006]) and MAR = Modèle Atmosphérique Regional (updated
from Fettweis [2007]). Res. = horizontal resolution; Period = model period; A = model grounded ice
sheet area (106 km2); PR = total (solid + liquid) precipitation; Rain = total rainfall; SU = total (surface
+ snowdrift) sublimation (snowdrift sublimation only included in PMM5); M = total melt; RU = total
runoff; RF = total refreezing; SMB = total surface mass balance. RF is defined such that it satisfies the
liquid water balance, i.e. it equals Rain + Melt - Runoff, and here includes capillary meltwater retention
(RE). PMM5 data are calculated for hydrological years and run from September 1957 to September
2007. Calculation methods: ’E’ = explicitly modelled, ’O’ = calculated offline, ’C’ = calibrated with
observations, ’D’ is statistically downscaled from lower resolution.

Model Resol. Period A PR SU RU SMB Rain ME RF

MAR 25-km ’58-’07 1.701 600 5 307 288 22 580 295
E E E E E E E

PMM5 24-km ’58-’06 1.691 696 108 232 356 18 249 35
E,C E,O O E,O E E O

ERA-40 5-km ’58-’07 1.678 610 38 285 287 28 341 84
based D D O D O O O

RACMO2 11-km ’58-’07 1.711 743 26 248 469 46 404 202
E E E E E E E

functions yield a normal distribution of the differences between modeled values and obser-
vations. To determine the number of degrees of freedom over the ice sheet, a decorrelation
length of the model error was calculated, using a 5% threshold, which yielded a decorrelation
distance of 107 km, i.e. ∼48 independent grid boxes over the ice sheet.

6.3 Precipitation

The total modelled precipitation on the GrIS (1958-2008 average) is 743 Gt yr−1 (average
of 434 kg m−2 yr−1), 7 to 24% more mass than recent model-based estimates using lower
horizontal resolution (Table 6.1). Comparing a one-year (1992) run of RACMO2/GR at 17
km with RACMO2/GR at 11 km and with the two other RCM’s from Table 6.1 at 24 and 25
km resolution, respectively, implies that the total precipitation of the GrIS is strongly related
to the horizontal resolution in these models, expressed by the grid cell area (Figure 6.1a).
Our interpretation is that increasing the horizontal resolution allows models to better resolve
the steep ice sheet margin. In statistical downscaling models, grid cell area can no longer
be considered a valid predicting variable for precipitation, as is clearly indicated by the data
point in the lower left corner.

When total precipitation minus sublimation from RACMO2/GR is compared to compilations
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Figure 6.1: A) Relation between the total precipitation on the GrIS for 1992 and the gridcell area used
in the various model studies, and b) model evaluation of precipitation at 20 DMI stations around the
coastal periphery of Greenland (1957-2005).

Figure 6.2: Modelled annual (1957-2008 average) a) total precipitation with observations of 20 coastal
meteorological stations, b) rain. The thin dashed lines are 250 m elevations contours from Bamber et al.
[2001].
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based solely on in situ observations (∼510 Gt yr−1), the model estimate is up to 40% higher
[Ohmura et al., 1999; Cogley, 2004; Bales et al., 2009]. However, our modeled precipitation
agrees well with the observed coastal precipitation from 20 manned meteorological stations
operated by the Danish Meteorological Institute, after matching the time periods of model
and observations (crosses in Figure 6.1b). Precipitation measurements in polar regions are
highly uncertain. A correction along the lines of Yang et al. [2005] has been applied, to allow
for precipitation undercatch due to snowfall under windy conditions. The circles in Figure
6.1b show that after the correction, the agreement between model and corrected observations
improves even further (R = 0.9).

As a result of its high resolution, the 1958-2008 map of modelled average annual precipitation
(Figure 6.2a) reveals numerous previously unidentified patterns, while refining others. A belt
of high precipitation is found along the coast of southeast Greenland between 60◦ and 68◦N.
Here, the Icelandic Low advects moist oceanic air westward towards the GrIS, where it rises
steeply from sea level to 2.5 km height. On northeast facing slopes, precipitation locally peaks
at over 4000 kg m−2 yr−1, up to 60% higher than values resolved previously [Box et al., 2006;
Fettweis, 2007; Hanna et al., 2008]. On average, 94% percent of the total precipitation on
the GrIS falls as snow and 6% as rain. Figure 6.2b shows that rainfall mainly occurs at the
lower elevations (< 2000 m) along the southern and western margins of the ice sheet. At
some locations in the ultimate south, up to 30% of the total precipitation consists of rain.

A broad region of enhanced precipitation is also found over the western ice sheet, a re-
sult of low-pressure systems that migrate northwards along the west coast [Scorer, 1988].
Southward-facing accumulation maxima are found in places where the GrIS topography pro-
trudes westward. These snowfall maxima are co-located with large and active (calving)
glaciers, such as Frederikshåb Isblink, Jacobshavn Isbræ and Rink Isbræ, as well as with
peripheral ice caps, e.g. Sukkertoppen at ∼66◦N. Note the strong leeward drying to the north
of Sukkertoppen, which inhibits the formation of an ice cover over the tundra between 66◦N
and 69◦N. Along the northern ice sheet margin, local snowfall maxima (> 500 kg m−2 yr−1)
also coincide with the presence of peripheral ice caps and large outlet glaciers (e.g. Peter-
mann Glacier). A large dry interior region with snowfall < 200 kg m−2 yr−1 extends from
the main ice divide all the way to the northern and north-eastern extremities of the GrIS.

6.4 Ablation

Ablation on the GrIS is dominated by runoff (90%) over evaporation/sublimation (10%). The
modelled total amount of liquid water available for runoff (melt and rain) is 450 Gt yr−1

(1958-2008 average), midway between recently reported values (249 to 580 Gt yr−1; Box
et al. [2006]; Fettweis [2007] and Hanna et al. [2008]; Table 6.1). The large difference
between these estimates derives mainly from elevations above 2000 m asl, where most of the
meltwater refreezes in the models that simulate large amounts of melt. As a result, the range
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Figure 6.3: Modelled annual (1958-2008 average) a) melt, b) refrozen mass, c) runoff in kg m−2 yr−1,
and d) number of melt days per year (accumulated daily melt > 1 mm). Thin dashed lines are 250 m
elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001].
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of reported total runoff values is smaller (232 to 307 Gt yr−1); RACMO2/GR calculates an
average runoff flux of 248 Gt yr−1. This means that 45% of the available water is refrozen,
significantly more than predicted by off-line refreezing models (Table 6.1).

The modeled annual melt and mean number of melt days with at least 1 mm melt accumu-
lated over a day (average 1958-2008) decrease both with elevation (Figure 6.3a and d). The
largest melt amount is found in the lower southwestern ablation zone, where locally 3500
kg m−2 yr−1 melt is modeled and measured [Van den Broeke et al., 2008b]. In the southern
lower ablation zone, melt occurs during 30% of the year (> 100 days a year), resulting in total
melt amounts of > 2000 mm w.e. yr−1. In the northern ablation zone, the number of melt
days is considerably lower, up to 80 days or 22% per year. In combination with a lower solar
zenith angle, less melt days imply a shorter melt season in the north compared to the southern
ice sheet. In the elevated interior of the ice sheet, melt does occur, but the accumulated melt
per day is almost always less than 1 mm.

Above ∼2000 m elevation, all meltwater refreezes in the cold (winter) snowpack (Figure
6.3b). The largest amount of refrozen melt water (400 to 600 kg m−2 yr−1) is found in the
western and southeastern percolation zone at elevations between 1500 and 2000 m asl. For
the lower elevations, most melt water will run off as soon as the snow/firn pack is saturated
or has been totally melted. Therefore, runoff is restricted to a narrow zone along the ice sheet
margin that covers 19% of the GrIS (Figure 6.3c). Most runoff originates from the south-
western regions with values locally peaking over 3500 kg m−2 yr−1, corresponding to ∼4
m of annual ice ablation. Secondary runoff maxima (1000 to 1500 kg m−2 yr−1) are found
along the northern margins of the ice sheet.

In the wet southeast and northwest, runoff is significantly smaller than in the dry west and
northeast, because snowfall and runoff are negatively coupled through surface albedo: the
albedo of glacier ice (∼0.55) is considerably lower than that of clean snow (0.70-0.85, Stroeve
et al. [2005]). In dry sunny regions, the shallow winter snow layer melts away quickly in
spring, revealing the darker ice surface, which promotes radiation-driven ablation and runoff
in the subsequent summer. In wet and cloudy regions, the thick winter snowpack takes longer
to melt, while frequent summer snowfalls keep the surface albedo high, further reducing melt.
Fresh snow also retains more meltwater through capillary forces, enabling winter refreezing
(internal accumulation) and further reducing runoff.

6.5 Surface mass balance

Subtracting GrIS runoff (248 Gt yr−1) and evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt yr−1) from total
snowfall (697 Gt yr−1) and rainfall (46 Gt yr−1) yields a total ice sheet SMB of 469 ± 41
Gt yr−1 (annual average for 1958-2008). This corresponds to an average accumulation of
274 kg m−2 yr−1. This value is 32 to 63% larger than recent model based estimates for
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the same period (Table 6.1). The uncertainty of ∼9% is estimated based on the differences
between model and observations, as described in Section 6.2.

Figure 6.4 shows annual average SMB (1958-2008), including 500 independent in situ SMB
observations from a variety of published and unpublished sources [Bales et al., 2009; Van de
Wal et al., 2005; Reeh, 1991; Cogley, 2004]. Although some observations date back to before
1958 and/or represent only a single year of accumulation, qualitative agreement is good. A
selection has been made to include only those observations for which a) the elevation differ-
ence with the model topography was < 100 m, b) the period covered by the observation is at
least three years and c) the period of observation falls inside the model period (1958-2008).
Figure 6.5a compares the modeled SMB with the selected 265 accumulation observations.
Excellent agreement is found between model and selected observations (R = 0.95), which
are completely independent. An important consequence of the good agreement is that post-
calibration is no longer necessary.

The highest accumulation values (> 4000 kg m−2 yr−1) are found at elevations below 2000
m a.s.l. in southeast Greenland, significantly more than precipitation measured at nearby
coastal stations (∼2500 kg m−2 yr−1), which are affected less by terrain enhancement of
precipitation. The rugged topography in coastal southeast Greenland, with deep, narrow
fjords, is only partly resolved by the model, so that a point-by-point model evaluation is
not meaningful for this region. To assess whether the modelled high accumulation band
in southeast Greenland is realistic, Figure 6.5b compares observed and modelled SMB in
ice drainage basin 13 from Rignot et al. [2008b], which extends from 62◦ to 66◦N, and
includes the zone with the highest accumulation. The basin can be divided in a northern,
somewhat drier section (lower boundary of the point cloud) and a southern, wetter section
(upper boundary of the point cloud). The observations, which are concentrated in the higher
parts of the northern section (see Figure 6.4), nicely follow the lower boundary of the point
cloud. Elevations above 2700 m only occur over the dome in the southern section, which
explains the increase of PR/SMB at the highest basin elevations.

Only a single SMB observation is available from the lower elevations in southeast GrIS,
where modelled precipitation ranges from 1500 to 5000 kg m−2 yr−1 and where a significant
part of the modelled accumulated snow melts and runs off (compare circles to crosses in Fig-
ure 6.5b); this is a firn core drilled by J. Box with logistical assistance from Greenpeace on
13 July 2005 south of Timmiarmiut (62.2◦N, 42.4◦W, 714 m asl), in the very southern part
of the basin. Dating of the 15.5 m core revealed a two-year average accumulation rate of
3758 mm w.e. (red dot), which broadly confirms the location and magnitude of the modelled
accumulation maximum. These accumulation values are significantly higher than the coastal
precipitation (∼2000 kg m−2 yr−1) from the only meteorological station in this sector, Tasi-
ilaq (indicated by squares in Figure 6.5b).

The ablation zone locally exhibits very strong SMB gradients (Figure 6.4) and is up to 150
km wide in the dry southwest and northeast, and narrower than a single model gridpoint (∼11
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Figure 6.4: Modelled surface mass balance in kg m−2 yr−1 averaged for the period 1958-2008, includ-
ing 500 in situ observations from various published and unpublished sources. Thin dashed lines are
elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001].
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Figure 6.5: Model evaluation of a) accumulation at a selection of 265 sites [Reeh, 1991; Bales et al.,
2001; Cogley, 2004], b) precipitation and surface mass balance in drainage basin 13 [Rignot et al.,
2008b], combined with coastal precipitation, and c) ablation along the K-transect in west Greenland
(1990-2007 average, Van de Wal et al. [2005], updated to 2008).

km) in the wet southeast and extreme northwest. The few available SMB observations from
the ablation zone that span a period longer than 3 years and range from -1350 kg m−2 yr−1

on Storstrømmen in the northeast [Bøggild et al., 1994] to -3500 kg m−2 yr−1 along the K-
transect in the southwest [Van de Wal et al., 2005; 2008]. They are in good agreement with
the SMB map, although the width of the ablation zone in the southwest is overestimated by
∼20 km.

Figure 6.5c shows 1990-2008 average values from the K-transect [Van de Wal et al., 2005;
updated to 2008]), the longest uninterrupted surface mass balance time series presently avail-
able from the GrIS. The model correctly simulates the average ablation along the K-transect
(1417 versus 1413 kg m−2 yr−1) but underestimates the SMB gradient, especially in the lower
ablation zone. The underestimated melt in the lower ablation zone can be partly ascribed to
several local features that complicate a direct comparison, e.g. the highly crevassed surface.
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While the stake measurements are performed locally at the top of small ice hills, most of the
winter snow collects in crevasses and gullies surrounding these hills [Van den Broeke et al.,
2008b]. In the model, the winter snow must be melted before the dark ice surfaces, while at
the stake site, this happens directly at the beginning of the melt season. This phenomenon
explains part of the discrepancy in the lower ablation zone.

Total SMB could be revised ∼30 Gt yr−1 downwards when snowdrift sublimation is taken
into account [Box et al., 2006]. The good agreement with in situ observations, however, sup-
ports the conclusion that accumulation on the GrIS is significantly greater than previously
thought. Compared to previous SMB compilations, the difference derives mostly from the
high accumulation zone in southeast Greenland, similar to what was found for coastal west
Antarctica and the western Antarctic Peninsula [Van den Broeke et al., 2006]. High accumu-
lation zones are systematically under-sampled in observational data sets and underestimated
in lower-resolution models, leading to lower ice sheet totals. Coastal high-accumulation
zones are nonetheless very important for the ice sheet mass balance: with an equilibrium
line altitude close to sea level, outlet glaciers are able to develop floating ice tongues and ice
shelves which are sensitive to ambient changes in atmosphere and ocean. Clearly, more SMB
observations from this important region are needed.

6.6 SMB variability and trends

Figure 6.6 presents time series (1957-2008) of precipitation (PR), melt (ME), runoff (RU)
and SMB cumulated over the year. The interannual variability in SMB is very large (σ
= 107 Gt yr−1), a direct result of the large variability and out-of-phase relationship of its
main components, precipitation (σ = 78 Gt yr−1) and runoff (σ = 67 Gt yr−1). The large
interannual variability in runoff is caused by an even larger interannual variability in melt of
σ = 90 Gt yr−1. The interannual variability in evaporation/sublimation is much smaller (σ =
3 Gt yr−1). Year-to-year variations in SMB can be extreme, e.g. a 100% increase from 1995
to 1996.

If the full period 1957-2008 is considered, only total sublimation (0.11 ± 0.02 Gt yr−2) and
runoff (2.6 ± 0.5 Gt yr−2) indicate significant positive trends. For SMB (Figure 6.7a), the
classic trend pattern that is expected in a warmer climate, is evident with increased snowfall
in the interior, where increased temperatures are still below freezing, and enhanced runoff
from the ablation zone.

Before 1990, none of the mass balance components indicates a significant trend. Since 1990,
temperatures have increased significantly in Greenland for every season (Hanna et al. [2008],
and Chapter 5). The recent warming results in a 3% per year increase in melt and runoff,
clearly outside the range of pre-1990 variability. The effect of the Pinatubo eruption in 1991
is small and has no impact on this trend. The 1990-2008 melt increase (+13 ± 3 Gt yr−2)
induced a similar change in runoff (+10± 2 Gt yr−2) and decrease in SMB (-12± 4 Gt yr−2).
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Figure 6.6: Time series of total ice sheet precipitation (PR, blue), melt (ME, green), runoff (RU, orange)
and surface mass balance (SMB, red), in Gt per year. Dashed lines indicate linear trends for the period
1990-2008.

Figure 6.7: Modelled surface mass balance trend in kg m−2 yr−2 over the period a) 1958-2008, b)
1990-2008. Thin dashed lines are elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001].
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Figure 6.8: Modelled trend over period 1990-2008 for a) snowmelt, b) surface runoff, c) refrozen mass
in kg m−2 yr−2, and d) number of meltdays in yr−1.
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Figure 6.9: Modelled trend over the period 1990-2008 for a) total precipitation, and b) rainfall, in
kg m−2 yr−2. Thin dashed lines are elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001].

Since 1990, snowmelt has increased strongly along the western and northern ice margins
up to ∼50 kg m−2 yr−2 (Figure 6.8a). The number of days with more than 1 mm of melt
mainly increased in the percolation zone and the northern ablation zone (Figure 6.8d). For
the northern ablation zone, the melting season become longer by 20 days over the period
1990-2008. For the interior, the changes in melt and number of melt days are statistically
insignificant.

The increase in melt potentially leads to more runoff and/or more refrozen water in the
snow/firn pack. The increase in runoff is limited to a narrow band of elevations below 2000 m
along the western margin and below 1250 m in the north (Figure 6.8b). The strong gradient
in runoff trend together with the enlargement of ablation zone implies that a larger area of
bare glacier is exposed at the end of the melting season. Figure 6.8c shows that the largest
change in refrozen water mass is found in the upper percolation zone. Here, more melt leads
to more refreezing as long as the snow/firn pack is cold and deep enough.

Over 1990-2008, the rain fraction increased from 6.2% before 1990 to 8.5% in 2008 (0.13 ±
0.06% yr−1), whereas the negative tendency in total precipitation is not significant. Figure
6.9a and b show that nowhere does the ice sheet experience a significant change in total
precipitation or in rain. Most coastal regions seem to receive less snowfall and more rain,
except for the southwestern part of the ice sheet between 65 and 71◦N, in which the drainage
basin of Jakobshavn Glacier is located, and the drainage basins of the Kangerdlussuaq glacier
and Vestfjord as defined by Rignot et al. [2008b] in east Greenland.
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Figure 6.10: A) Time series (1958-2008) of GrIS melt (light grey) and runoff (black) area (106 km2)
determined by using daily amount melt or runoff, for thresholds > 0 mm (solid lines), > 1 mm (dash-
dot lines), and > 5 mm (dotted line) daily melt. The upper thick grey line at 1.7·106 km2 represents the
total area of the GrIS in RACMO2/GR.

As a result of the increase in runoff and the insignificant change in precipitation and evap-
oration, the decrease in surface mass balance is only significant in the ablation zone and
the southeastern accumulation zone (Figure 6.7b). Locally, the SMB trend reaches -90
kg m−2 yr−2, e.g. at the western and the eastern ice margins. In combination with enhanced
runoff and warmer adjacent ocean currents [Holland et al., 2008; Hanna et al., 2009], the
increase of superficial melting in the west and east/southeast may have triggered the ac-
celeration of outlet glaciers through melt-induced thinning and ungrounding [Stearns and
Hamilton, 2007; Rignot et al., 2008b; Howat et al., 2008b].

Through the albedo effect, the low winter accumulation in 2006-2007 followed by anoma-
lously high near-surface air temperatures led to record melting in the summer of 2007, culmi-
nating in the lowest SMB value (178 Gt yr−1) since 1958. But the relatively cold 2007 spring
enhanced the refreezing, limiting 2007 runoff to a value below the 2003 record. Increased
winter accumulation led to a modest recovery of surface mass balance in 2008. The signifi-
cant upward trend in the extent of the ablation zone, implies that the GrIS is in transition.

6.7 Ice sheet zones and snow/firn conditions

Runoff does not occur at all locations on the ice sheet that are exposed to melt. Figure 6.10
shows time series of the GrIS melt and runoff area over the period 1958-2008. Note that if
very small amounts of daily melt are taken into account, melt is found to occur everywhere
on the ice sheet, as happened in 1968, 1970, 1978, 1995, 2002 and 2004. On average, 81%
of the GrIS experiences some melt at least one day a year. Using different thresholds for the
accumulated amount of melt per day, lowers the melt area considerably (1.21·106 or 71% and
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Figure 6.11: Modelled snow temperature averaged over the period 1978-2008: a) 1 m, and b) 15
m depth [K], and c) modelled trend over the period 1990-2008 for snow temperature at 15 m depth
[◦C yr−1]. Thin dashed lines are elevation contours from Bamber et al. [2001]. The dots indicate the
locations of the time series in Figure 6.13.
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0.86·106 km2 or 50% of the GrIS for > 1 mm and > 5 mm daily melt, respectively). On
average, half of the GrIS is exposed at least once a year to more than 5 mm of accumulated
daily melt. The area exposed to runoff is noticeably smaller and less variable than the melt
area. Whereas the melt area variability decreases with increasing thresholds (σ = 0.20, 0.19
and 0.13·106 km2 yr−1 for > 0, > 1, and > 5 mm, respectively), using different thresholds
of the daily amount of runoff has no effect on the area variability, neither on the total area
exposed to runoff. This constant runoff area suggest that refreezing damps most variability
in melting.

Conditions in the snow/firn/ice pack strongly influence the amount of meltwater or rain that
runs off or refreezes. Three factors play a role: the snow temperature, the available amount of
water and the available pore space. Meltwater in the snow/firn pack may be retained against
gravity as capillary water. Only if the maximum irreducible water amount is exceeded, does
residual water percolate downwards into the snow/firn pack. When an ice layer is encoun-
tered, melt water is assumed to runoff without time delay.

Figures 6.11a and b show the annual snow temperatures at 1 m and 15 m below the surface,
T1m and T15m. The average period 1978-2008 is chosen to avoid potential spin-up effects.
Both snow/firn/ice temperatures decrease with altitude. At the top of the ice sheet interior,
T1m is -33◦C, while T15m is only slightly higher, indicative of a rather uniform temperature
profile with depth. Here, the impact of refreezing is negligible because melt occurs only very
sporadically. Therefore, the surface temperature directly determines the snow temperature.
Below 2000 m, T15m is much higher than T1m, and close to the melting point at the lowest
elevations. Here, the refreezing of large amounts of meltwater (more than 200 kg m−3 yr−1)
releases enough heat to warm the firn/ice pack to the melting point during the melting season.
The winter cooling is restricted to the upper snow layers that act as insulation for the lower
layers.

Based on the fact that not all meltwater leaves the ice sheet, the ice sheet surface can be
divided into four different zones, each with its own characteristics. The dry-snow zone is
the highly elevated where amount of melt does not exceed 1 mm on any day of the year. In
the adjacent percolation zone, some surface melt occurs during the summer months, but the
meltwater penetrates downward and refreezes in the underlying cold snow pack. The next
zone is the wet-snow zone, where sufficient meltwater is produced to saturate the firn. Any
surplus of meltwater will run off, but the ablation remains smaller than the accumulation.
Because the meltwater production increases steadily with decreasing elevation resulting in a
gradual transition between these zones, it is difficult to identify the actual boundary between
the percolation zone and the wet-snow zone. Therefore, we combine these zones and define
the percolation zone as the area where meltwater percolates into the snow/firn, and any sur-
plus runs off, but where the SMB remains positive. The last zone is the ablation zone, where
the annual loss of mass exceeds annual gain of snow and ice on the ice sheet surface.

The modeled ablation zone (SMB < 0) covers only 10% of the ice sheet surface (0.16·106
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Figure 6.12: Time series (1958-2008) of areal distribution of the ablation (dark grey), percolation (light
grey) and dry snow (white) zone (daily melt < 1 mm) over the GrIS.

km2, Figure 6.12), implying that the area with a negative SMB is about half of the area
where runoff occurs. The accumulation zone (SMB > 0) covers 90% of the ice sheet surface
(1.54·106 km2), of which the dry snow zone covers 41% (0.64·106 km2, Figure 6.12). The
remaining area of the accumulation zone is the percolation zone (0.91·106 km2), where melt
occurs, the melt water refreezes or partly runs off, but where SMB is still positive. The area
considered as the percolation zone is strongly dependent on the melt area (R = 0.98). Note
that the areal extent of the dry snow zone also depends strongly on the definition of dry snow;
the use of a different threshold or another parameter such as the water content of the first
snow/firn layer might lead to considerably deviant areal size of the dry snow zone.

The interannual variability in percolation area and dry snow area (< 1 mm total melt per day)
are of the same order of magnitude (σ = 0.17·106 and σ = 0.18·106 km2, respectively). The
area covered by the ablation zone is less variable in time (σ = 0.04·106 km2). The dry snow
area ranges from less than 5% of the GrIS area in 2002 to a maximum extent in 1986 of
1.04·106 km2 or 61% of the ice sheet, differing by a factor of 12.9. In contrast, the maximum
ablation area, found in 2008 (16.4% of the GrIS), is only 3.7 times larger than the minimum
extent in 1992 (4.5% of the GrIS).

Over the full period 1958-2008, the ablation zone and the total area exposed to runoff have
significantly increased (1.3 ± 0.3 and 1.5 ± 0.1·103 km2 yr−1, respectively) whereas no
significant change is found in the areal extent of the percolation zone. The decrease of 1.8 ±
1.7·103 km2 yr−1 in the areal extent of the dry snow zone is statistically insignificant due to its
large interannual variability. Since the 1990s, the positive/negative trend in the areal extent
of the ablation/accumulation zone has increased to 5.7 ± 1.4·103 km2 yr−1. Similarly, the
trend in the area exposed to runoff has strongly increased to 3.0 ± 0.4·103 km2 yr−1, which
is equivalent to an increase of 3.3% of the total GrIS over the period 1990-2008. The area that
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6.7. Ice sheet zones and snow/firn conditions
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Figure 6.13: Time series of snow temperatures at locations a) in the ablation zone, S5, b) at the equi-
librium line, S10, c) in the upper percolation zone, S11, and d) in the dry snow zone, Summit.
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6. Surface mass balance

is exposed to > 0 mm daily melt, has increased by 17.6± 6.8·103 km2 yr−1. When imposing
a daily accumulated melt amount threshold (> 1 mm or > 5 mm), the trends in areal extent
are found to be not statistically significant. The decrease of the accumulation zone is mainly
caused by a decrease of the dry zone (11.7 ± 7.4·103 km2 yr−1). The percolation zone did
not grow in a significant fashion: 6.1 ± 7.1·103 km2 yr−1; it rather moves towards higher
elevations on the ice sheet, while maintaining its extent.

To analyze the effects of shifts in zones on the snow pack temperature, Figure 6.13 shows
time series (1958-2008) of the 1, 5, 10 and 15 m deep snow/firn/ice temperatures of four
model grid boxes, situated in the ablation zone of west Greenland (S5), at the equilibrium line
(S10), in the higher percolation zone (S11) and the dry snow zone (Summit). The locations
are indicated as dots in Figure 6.11a and b. The largest changes are found at S11, where the
temperatures at 5, 10 and 15 m deep increased by ≈7◦C since 1996. Similar large trends
in T15m are found in a narrow band of 50 km along the 2000 m elevation contour in west
and southeast Greenland (Figure 6.11c). This strong warming of the firn is due to the large
increase in refrozen water (16.0 ± 4.5 kg yr−1) caused by a similar increase in melt (11.8
± 4.6 kg yr−1). This increase in melt is strongly correlated (R = 0.82) to the increase in the
summer (JJA) 2 m temperature by 0.11 ± 0.04◦C yr−1.

In the ablation zone and the lower percolation zone (S5 and S10), the firn/ice temperatures
have not significantly changed since 1958. The difference in T5m at S10 compared to S5 of
about +3.5◦C is due to the 6 m thick layer of firn that covers the bare glacier ice at S10. This
firn layer insulates the ice from the low air temperatures in winter, while the ice warms in
summer due to refreezing of melt water. In the interior, the deep snow temperature slightly
decreased over the last 20 years, while closer to the surface a small, but significant warming
is found due to an increase in the air temperature (see Chapter 4). The recent cooling of the
deep snow might be caused by the earlier cooling from 1958-1980 at the surface.

6.8 Conclusions

Our findings show that considerably more mass accumulates on the GrIS than previously
thought, adjusting upwards earlier estimates of the SMB by as much as 63%. The higher
resolution, the ice sheet mask used and the redundant need for post-calibration explains these
differences. Since 1990, the GrIS SMB has decreased rapidly, mainly caused by increased
melting and runoff. When combined with ice discharge estimates [Rignot et al., 2008b], this
new SMB field can be used to assess the basin-by-basin mass balance of the GrIS [Van den
Broeke et al., 2009]. The increase in melt and refreezing have led to a strong increase in the
firn/snow temperature in the upper percolation zone and to an enhancement/decrease in areal
extent of the ablation/dry snow zone.
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CHAPTER 7

General conclusions and outlook

Increasing runoff from the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) enhances the freshwater fluxes entering
the North Atlantic Ocean and increases the global sea level. To interpret the effect of changes
in meteorological variables like air temperature and precipitation on the surface mass balance
(SMB) of the GrIS, a good understanding of the physical processes governing the interaction
between the atmosphere and SMB is essential. The surface energy balance determines the
surface temperature and surface melt, when the former is 0◦C, depending on many processes,
such as radiation, turbulence and subsurface conduction. Changes in the snowpack structure
and temperature are also important, as about 45% of the available meltwater refreezes below
the surface.

This thesis discusses the present-day climate and surface mass balance of the GrIS, with em-
phasis on understanding the underlying physical processes. Using the regional atmospheric
climate model RACMO2/GR at high horizontal resolution (11 km) has resulted in unprece-
dented detail in the ice sheet climatology and SMB. Previously, RACMO2 had only been
used for contemporary studies of the Antarctic and European climate, so that essential model
adjustments were necessary to make RACMO2 applicable to the GrIS. To get a better repre-
sentation of the local SMB, the surface parameterisation for the ice sheet has been modified
by adding an extra surface tile ’ice sheet’, which describes a snow/firn/ice pack of 30 meter
thick with high resolution vertical profiles of density, temperature and water content. Pro-
cesses such as percolation, retention and refreezing of meltwater are now incorporated. The
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model explicitly calculates how these processes affect the snow pack temperature, density
and surface albedo.

Before the final model simulation (1957-2008) was done, of which the results are described
in this thesis, a lot of time has been spent on improving the model robustness, so that
RACMO2/GR could deal with the extreme Arctic weather conditions. The results of multi-
year test runs (at slightly lower horizontal resolution i.e. 18 km) and short-term sensitivity
tests (e.g. of the ice sheet albedo parameterisation and runoff description) have deliberately
not been described in this thesis, which focuses on the new climatology of the GrIS. The
evaluation of earlier model runs of the climate model over Greenland and a careful multi-
year initialization resulted in a robust and realistic performance of RACMO2/GR. For the
first time, post-calibration of modeled precipitation or resetting the snow pack conditions
during the multi-year model integration were not needed.

RACMO2/GR shows that the GrIS climate is spatially very variable. Characteristic for the ice
sheet climate are the persistent katabatic winds and a quasi-permanent surface temperature
deficit. Due to strong radiative cooling and turbulent heat transport towards the surface, the
atmospheric boundary layer cools, providing optimal conditions for strong katabatic winds to
occur. The strongest temperature deficit and wind speeds are found in the northeastern part
of the ice sheet, whereas in the lower ablation zone the temperatures are more moderate due
to surface melt and warm air advection.

This thesis reveals that the surface mass balance of the GrIS is 469 Gt yr−1, which is much
higher than previously thought. Mass gain is dominated by snowfall (697 Gt yr−1) over rain
(46 Gt yr−1), whereas mass loss is mainly controlled by runoff (248 Gt yr−1) and to a smaller
extent by evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt yr−1). The largest accumulation rates are found
at elevations below 2000 m in southeast Greenland, where local peaks occur of over 4000
kg m−2 yr−1. The ablation zone locally exhibits very strong SMB gradients with local mass
loss of over 3000 kg m−2 yr−1 along the western ice margins.

Over the past 20 years, the GrIS has warmed. This temperature increase can be explained
by an increase in downwelling longwave radiation due to a warmer overlying atmosphere.
Our analysis indicates that these temperature changes are strongly correlated to changes in
the large scale circulation over the ice sheet. Since 1990, the melt has also strongly increased
along the ice margins, inducing a similar change in runoff. With no significant change found
in the total precipitation, the GrIS SMB decreased by 12 Gt yr−1 since 1990. Locally, the
SMB trend reaches -90 kg m−2 yr−1 at the western and eastern ice margins.

The temporal and spatial SMB fields, complemented with solid ice flux measurements and
mass changes from GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment), enabled us to quan-
tify the individual components of the recent Greenland mass loss. The total mass loss over
the period 2000-2008 was about 1500 gigaton. The contribution of increased ice discharge to
the mass loss of 50% is smaller than previously calculated since our SMB shows a stronger
downward trend than earlier studies [Van den Broeke et al., 2009].
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Figure 7.1: Time mean SMB in mm w.e. per year. a) Present-day (1958-1987), b) preindustrial c)
Eemian. Elevations contours are drawn with 500 m interval. From Van de Berg et al. [In preparation].

Because of the good model performance for the temporal and spatial variability of the present-
day climate for the GrIS, we are confident that this model version can also be used for sim-
ulations of the Greenland and Antarctic climate in the past and future. A study of the GrIS
climate during the preindustrial era and the Eemian (130 to 114 ky BP) has been performed
using RACMO2/GR [pers. comm. W. J. van de Berg]. For this purpose, the model is forced at
lateral boundaries with atmospheric fields of the GCM (global circulation model) ECHO-G,
using the appropriate orbital parameters and greenhouse gas concentrations. RACMO2/GR
showed that during the last interglacial, the summer temperatures over Greenland were up
to 3 K higher compared to preindustrial conditions. Consequently, the SMB drops from 440
Gt yr−1 in the preindustrial era to about 70 Gt yr−1 for the Eemian (Figure 7.1). These results
will be used to force a dynamical ice sheet model to investigate the ice sheet extent during
the Eemian.

Several model adjustments to RACMO2 would further improve the SMB estimates for the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Firstly, the albedo parameterisation should be improved,
since an accurate representation of surface and snow/firn/ice pack conditions appears to be
essential for the correct SMB. Determining the albedo based on the microphysical properties
of the upper snow/firn/ice layer as described by Flanner and Zender [2006] is preferable to
the empirical correlation between snow density of the upper 5 cm and the albedo used here.
Another caveat in RACMO2/GR is the lack of snow drift, which could influence the SMB
distribution on regional scales. By implementing a simplified method to compute the rate
of horizontal snowdrift transport and snowdrift sublimation as described by Déry and Yau
[1999], we expect a more realistic estimation of local accumulation rates. The first results of
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test runs incorporating snowdrift in RACMO2/GR over Neumayer, Antarctic, are promising
[Lenaerts et al., 2010]. Finally, the atmospheric emission of longwave radiation should be
critically assessed. We expect the bias in turbulent sensible heat flux to decline when a higher
vertical resolution in the atmosphere is used, as will be implemented in a new version of
RACMO2/GR.

The results of RACMO2/GR for the Greenland ice sheet as presented in this thesis have
greatly furthered our understanding of the coupling between atmospheric processes and the
SMB of the GrIS. By using a high horizontal resolution of 11 km, RACMO2/GR displayed
numerous interesting features that have not yet been addressed in this study, but which are
definitely worth looking into. Examples are the regional momentum and heat budgets and the
effect of the snow-free tundra on the ablation zone. A 5.5 km run with RACMO2/GR over
Greenland has been performed recently, covering the period September 1988 to January 2001.
If these model results for 5.5 km prove to be realistic, it opens doors to apply RACMO2/GR
to smaller ice caps, e.g. on Svalbard and Patagonia.
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